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“The only book you need to understand the world’s most popular beverage. I swear on a stack of
these, it’s a thumping good read.”––John Holl, editor of All About Beer Magazine and author of
The American Craft Beer Cookbook Imagine sitting in your favorite pub with a friend who
happens to be a world-class expert on beer. That’s this book. It covers the history: how we got
from gruel-beer to black IPA in 10,000 years. The alchemy: malts, grains, and the miracle of
hops. The variety: dozens of styles and hundreds of recommended brews (including
suggestions based on your taste preferences), divided into four sections––Ales, Wheat Beers,
Lagers, and Tart and Wild Ales––and all described in mouthwatering detail. The curiosity: how to
read a Belgian label; the talk of two Budweisers; porter, the first superstyle; and what, exactly, a
lager is. The pleasure. Because you don’t merely taste beer, you experience it.Winner of a 2016
IACP Award “Covers a lot of ground, from beer styles and brewing methods to drinking culture
past and present. There’s something for beer novices and beer geeks alike.”––Ken Grossman,
founder, Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. “Erudite, encyclopedic, and enormously entertaining aren’t
words you normally associate with beer, but The Beer Bible is no ordinary beer book. As
scinitillating, diverse, and refreshing as man’s oldest alcoholic beverage itself.”––Steve Raichlen,
author of Project Smoke and How to Grill



JEFF ALWORTHTHEBEERBIBLEWORKMAN PUBLISHING • NEW YORKFor Sally,to whom I
owe the world—or, at the very least, ItalyACKNOWLEDGMENTSWHEN YOU LOOK at the
cover of a book, there’s usually just one name there. Often an author will mention some folks
who supported him or helped along the way. In the case of The Beer Bible, it would have been
literally impossible for me to complete the book without the help of dozens of people. Folks like
the English writer Zak Avery, who helped me contact British breweries to set up visits. Or
importers Wendy Littlefield, Matthias Neidhart, and Michael Opalenski, who did the same for me
in France and Belgium, Germany, and Italy. Wendy and Michael were wonderful in sharing their
impressions of the Belgian and Italian brewing worlds, helping educate me as well as connecting
me with brewers in Europe. I want to give a special děkuji to Max Bahnson, who spent two days
giving me a tour of Prague, and another to Patrick Emerson, who not only joined me on the trip
around Great Britain, but had the courage to take the wheel of the Vauxhall.I had personal
advisors who used their years of experience to illuminate and guide me on this long road: the
writer Stan Hieronymus, who has done more to advance our understanding of beer than anyone
in the past decade; brewer Alan Taylor, the hardest-working man in beer at Pints Brewing,
Ponderosa Brewing, and (soon to be) Zoiglhaus Brewing, who helped me overcome my fear of
lagers; and Portland, Oregon–based chef Paul Kasten, who revealed some of his alchemical
secrets. You spent far more time than you needed to answering what must have seemed like
obvious questions.Another revolution in our understanding of beer has come thanks to a cohort
of exceptional historians. These folks have looked at primary sources in the brewing record
going back centuries, and have help loosen our attachment to persistent old myths. I’m thinking
especially of Martyn Cornell and Ron Pattinson, both of whom graciously agreed to look over my
history sections to prevent any howlers from getting out in the world. Richard Unger and Ian
Hornsey have also done indispensable work. Closer to home, Maureen Ogle’s history of
American brewing has been essential reading.If you look at the end of the book, you’ll see the
names of more than fifty brewers who took the time to speak with me about the beer, of which
three dozen took me on tours of their breweries. Some of those names are the most esteemed in
the business, and one of the enormous pleasures of writing this book was spending time looking
inside mash tuns and up at towering conditioning tanks. In České Budějovice (Budweis), Adam
Brož guided me by flashlight through a brewery darkened by electrical work. Standing with John
Bexon under Crown Street in Bury St Edmunds, England, in a tangle of pipes running to the
bottling line, conspiratorially, he said, “Not many people have been down here.” Showing up on
the wrong day at Belgian brewery Rodenbach and having Rudi Ghequire give me a tour, anyway.
Standing in the mists made by hot wort pouring into the cool ship at Cantillon, drinking aged
Vintage Ale in the cellars at Fuller’s, dining with the folks at Lambrate, sampling sticke alt from
the tanks at Uerige, smelling the fresh yeast of open fermenters at Schneider, meeting Teo
Musso’s mom, discussing German guilds at Schlenkerla. These memories (and many more) are



treasures I’ll carry a lifetime.The list goes on. James Emmerson not only manages a large
American brewery (Full Sail), but he checked my technical sections for accuracy. Evan Rail
made sure I didn’t get Czech beer wrong. Jo and Jerry Lane, Gene Alworth, and Sally Alworth all
remember the fitful progress that led to this book—coming in on two decades now—and were
there to hold my chin up along the way.Finally, I want to thank the folks at Workman Publishing
for entrusting me with The Beer Bible. I worked closely with Kylie Foxx McDonald for a year
before signing the contract to write the book and for the nearly four years it took to bring it to
publication. I thank her especially, but also all those who were guiding things along behind the
scenes.Whatever richness you find in this book, think of them when you appreciate it. I
do.Portland, OregonMay 2013CONTENTSAcknowledgmentsHow to Use This BookPART
ONEKNOWING BEERFinding Your BearingsFrom Gruel-Beer to Black IPA in 10,000 YearsHow
Beer Is MadeTasting Beer Like a BrewerPART TWOALESBittersPale AlesIndia Pale AlesMild
AlesBrown AlesPorters and StoutsAmerican AlesBarley Wines and Old AlesAmerican Strong
Ales: Double or Triple IPAsScottish AlesAles of the Rhine: Kölsch and AltbierBelgian
AlesSaisons and Rustic Belgian AlesFrench AlesAbbey and Trappist AlesThe Beers of
ItalyFresh-Hop AlesLesser-Known and Emerging StylesTraditional Regional AlesPART
THREEWHEAT BEERSGerman WeizenBelgian WitbierTart German Wheat Ales: Berliner
Weisse and GosePART FOURLAGERSDark Lagers: Dunkel, Schwarzbier, and Czech
TmavéCzech LagersPale Lagers: Pilsner, Helles, and Dortmund ExportAmber Lagers: Märzen
and Vienna LagerBocksMass-Market LagersLesser-Known LagersPART FIVETART AND WILD
ALESThe Lambic FamilyThe Tart Ales of FlandersWild AlesPART SIXENJOYING BEERServing
and Storing BeerPairing Beer with FoodAt the PubBeer TourismAPPENDIXESGlossaryStyle
Origin MapsHop Varieties at a GlanceBibliographyTours and InterviewsIndexCreditsAbout the
AuthorHOW TO USE THIS BOOKIN 2001, the wine educator Karen MacNeil published a book
called The Wine Bible. A conceptual triumph, it manages to take more than nine hundred pages
of information and put it into a form that is instantly understandable by even the layest of
laypeople. MacNeil’s steady voice, lyrical and accessible yet authoritative, guides you through
the rolling hills of Italy’s Piedmont and the Maipo Valley of Chile. Wine is a drink of place, the
grapes that make it defined by the heat of the sun and elements in the earth. MacNeil acts as an
expert guide on a world tour.Beer is a little different. It is also a drink of place, but not in the same
way. Culture and history exert at least as great an influence as where the barley and hops are
grown. Beer types or styles are manifestations of these influences, and act as the organizing
principle of The Beer Bible. Mostly. It turns out movement is also the nature of beer styles.
Porters jump seas and become stouts; pilsners cross borders and become hellesbiers. Places
like the United States, Italy, and France pick up brewing almost from nothing and rebuild it like
immigrants do, borrowing this, dumping that, scrambling x and y. Styles mutate and change.
Remember that as you read about these styles, and recall that even though we wouldn’t dare to
question the legitimacy of Munich’s famous helles beer now, once a pale lager was so radical
that the city’s brewers nearly had a civil war over it. Today’s abomination is tomorrow’s treasured



tradition.WHERE TO BEGINSome people who come to this book will be new to beer, perhaps
enticed by the burgeoning world of craft beers; others will be old hands who want a little more
information about their favorite styles. Whoever you are and whatever your reasons, you’ll thumb
around and drop into sections that interest you. The book is designed to be read in pieces;
Karen MacNeil had the insight to structure The Wine Bible that way, and I happily followed her
lead (though this book is segmented by style, not region). The first part of the book will give you
some of the important background to understanding beer, but you might prefer to dip into it
elliptically, to backfill as necessary. You may not be compelled to read through descriptions of
the strange flavors of beer, for example, until you encounter something unexpected. Or perhaps
the history of beer won’t be interesting to you until one afternoon, as you’re sitting behind a pint
of abbey ale, you wonder what in the world monks have to do with brewing. If you prioritize any
sections of Part One, I recommend “Tasting Beer Like a Brewer,” starting on page 58—that’s
where you’ll find the concepts and terms important to the sensory experience of beer that are
repeated in nearly every chapter.WORLD BREWING TRADITIONSI’m an American, but this is
not a book solely or even centrally about American brewing. Even though breweries in the United
States now make every style of world beer, I’ve written about the traditions from their origin
points. There are lots of American pilsners and abbey tripels, but when you flip to chapters about
those styles, you’ll find a discussion of Czechs and Belgians. Craft brewing has sparked a
renaissance in countries throughout the world, but this book does not spend a lot of time talking
about all the various international interpretations of each style.THE BEERS TO KNOWFollowing
each beer style chapter is a list of “Beers to Know.” These highlight examples that give a good
sense of the classic contours of the style in question. I selected them based on a few criteria:
They should be regular or seasonal beers, likely to still be in production a year or two after the
book’s publication. Since there was usually a surfeit of good beers in each style, I tried to select
brands so that wherever you live, at least one should be available for you to taste. When
choosing foreign beers, I limited the selection only to those that are imported to the United States
—though not all imported beer is available in every market. If you’re like me, you’ll scan the
names to see if I got it right—and no doubt wail when you see I omitted a beer like, say, the cult
favorite Three Floyds Dark Lord. The Dark Lords of the world may score very highly among
critics, but it has such a constrained release that very few people will ever have the chance to
sample it.A NOTE ON NAMESPlace names can be a political topic. To call India’s large western
city Bombay instead of Mumbai is a political act. Throughout the book, I’ve used the American
standard for place names even when it carries the aroma of politics. Köln is rendered as
Cologne (uncontroversial), but České Budějovice is Budweis even though the city itself, like
Mumbai, has made a conscious decision to leave that name behind. I did this solely to reconcile
names with American usage.Beer names are less controversial but just as confusing. By
tradition, convention, and uneasy agreement, we have come to an agglomeration of titles that
don’t always serve the purpose of clarity. To try to restore some, I have condensed a few
categories. There were once two distinct styles of red and brown beers in Flanders, but even



around the West Flanders town Roeselare, home to Rodenbach, they call them one style: “red/
brown” Flanders beers; I’ve settled on “tart ales of Flanders.” The world’s most popular beers,
such as Budweiser, Foster’s, Sapporo, and Heineken, are called everything from light lagers to
American adjunct lagers, usually with several subcategories. In this book they’re all “mass-
market lagers.” Craft breweries in Europe and the United States are experimenting with a range
of ales made with wild yeast and bacteria; these I call “wild ales,” and they’re not brewed to a
particular style.BREWERY BIOGRAPHIESScattered throughout the book are more than a
dozen short biographies of breweries. They follow and are meant to further illuminate elements
of the preceding style chapter. For example, after the weizen chapter is a description of the most
important Bavarian wheat beer breweries, G. Schneider and Sohn. Orval follows abbey ales,
Samuel Smith after bitter, and so on. In each case, the history of the brewery or its processes, or
even the physical brewery itself, helps tell the story of the style it follows. Beer is not just a
product, it’s a living tradition; these are the breweries that link the modern beverage to its
history.THE PACIFIC NORTHWESTI live in Portland, Oregon, home to more breweries than any
city on earth. The Pacific Northwest has the most developed beer culture in the United States,
and has not only a ton of good beers and breweries, but local maltings, most of the country’s
hop fields and the USDA hop-breeding program, one of the two national yeast suppliers, and
one of a small handful of degree-granting college brewing programs. In the nearly twenty years
I’ve been writing about beer, you might imagine I’ve become just a little compromised by this
bounty. You’d be correct. Every time I needed to ask a brewer a question, I had to stifle the
instinct to pick up the phone and call one I knew. When thinking of the “Beers to Know,” I had to
stop and remind myself that there is wonderful beer in every corner of the country and the world.
Nevertheless, if you detect the whiff of a West Coast orientation in these pages, my apologies. I
come by it honestly.PART ONEKnowing BEERFinding Your BearingsFrom Gruel-Beer to Black
IPA in 10,000 YearsHow Beer Is MadeTasting Beer Like a BrewerFinding Your BearingsImagine
you and I weren’t communicating through this book, but rather were sitting at the bar of a cozy,
wood-paneled alehouse together. The taplist is extensive and well selected: Superb examples of
almost every beer style are to be had by a simple gesture to the barman. In such a situation, you
might use me as you’d be inclined to use this book and ask, “Which one is your favorite?”
There’s a common view that so-called experts know which among the multitudes is the best
beer. In fact, “what’s best?” is the wrong question. In our hypothetical bar, I’d answer with my own
question: “What’s your favorite beer?”It’s easy to overthink our choices when we are confronted
by such bounty. Never in the long history of beer drinking—thousands of years!—have we had it
so good: At our local pubs and grocery stores we can find beers from around the world brewed
in dozens of different styles. Roasty stouts, floral English ales, zesty pilsners, and crisp witbiers—
they’re everywhere. These different species, products of specific places and cultures, can be
mystifying. And now craft brewing, a worldwide phenomenon, has muddied things further by
decoupling style and country—these days we find improbable mashups like Belgian stouts,
American witbiers, English pilsners, and Czech IPAs. It is confusing.I have good news. This isn’t



the world of haute cuisine. Beer isn’t art or physics—you don’t need to take a college course in
theory to understand it. Beer is just malted grain, water, and yeast, usually spiced with hops.
Though there’s a huge amount you can learn about beer, the principal experience should be
pleasure. You wouldn’t say that there’s a “best” dessert, though you might prefer peach cobbler
to chocolate cake. Think of the different types of beer this way. If you’re reading this book, you’ve
probably found a brand you love. It may be light-bodied or syrupy black, hoppy or malty, sweet or
bitter. That beer is a doorway into an amazing world of history, culture, and craft.The best way to
learn about beer isn’t by trying every one out there; instead, pour your favorite and study it. It
comes from a tradition of brewing that goes back decades or centuries and reflects the tastes of
the culture that first brewed it. That Belgian witbier isn’t an accidental ale; it dates back centuries
to a small town called Hoegaarden. It has evolved and changed and even went extinct for awhile.
Or pilsner—that beer came from a town called Pilsen in what is now the Czech Republic where
the beer was so bad, townspeople decided to take action and start a new brewery. We know the
name of the brewer who first brewed that pilsner and why it was a pale lager. The reasons witbier
is made with coriander and pilsners are golden and hoppy have to do with their unique stories.
You’ll learn more about the nature of beer if you stop and study your favorite and see why you
like it. That beer can be a reference point as you start poking around other styles—and before
long you’ll be able to appreciate them for what they are. And that in turn will be a jumping-off
point for other styles, which may no longer be so inscrutable.So: What beer do you like?
■“What’s your favorite beer?”Beer Wisdom. Charlie Papazian is one of the four or five people
most responsible for starting the good beer movement in America. Before Charlie Papazian,
there were just a few brands of beer in the country, all making the same type of pale lager. Now
there are thousands of brands and dozens of types of beer. In the 1970s, he encouraged
homebrewers to make the beer they couldn’t find at bars and eventually, in 1978, went on to
found the American Homebrewers Association, which now has 43,000 members. In Papazian’s
legendary how-to, The Complete Joy of Home Brewing, he coined the rallying cry for the age:
“Relax, don’t worry, have a homebrew.” It still applies, even if you substitute the words “craft
brew” for “homebrew.”EXPERIENCE THE BEERWHEN YOU SIT down with a glass of beer, you
do a lot more than taste it. You will eventually put your papillae to the task, but they won’t work
alone. Your eyes take in its color, clarity, and vivacity. Your nostrils detect sharp or subtle aromas
drifting off the surface. When you taste, you’ll be smelling the beer while it’s inside your mouth.
Your tongue, meanwhile, will be noticing whether it’s prickly with carbonation or smooth and still,
whether it is thin or creamy or thick. You don’t merely taste a beer, you experience
it.Experiencing a beer goes beyond merely tasting it.Of all the skills you might learn in tasting
beer, attention is the most important. Your senses are important: They’re like the hardware that
delivers the raw data. But it’s your mind and ability to observe—your software—that allow you to
understand what you’re drinking. Let’s do a simple trial run. Go grab a beer from the fridge and a
clear, clean glass from the cupboard. Open the beer and slowly pour it into the glass. (For this
exercise it’s important that you can see the beer, that it’s not in a bottle or can.) While pouring it



out, make sure to bring your attention to the experience.To get a complete impression of a beer,
first you must pour it into a glass.LOOK. Your eyes will tell you a lot about the beer. If you pour it
from a bottle, notice whether it comes out syrupy or water-thin. Once it’s in the glass, you can
look to see the color and clarity of the beer, how vigorously the bubbles rise from the bottom of
the glass, and what the head looks like. Does the head resemble a skiff of whipped cream, with
bubbles so small you can’t see them, or is it made of larger visible bubbles, stacked like tiny
beads? What color is it? How fast does the head dissipate?SMELL. A good beer will delight your
nose. As you may know from eating when you have a head cold, much of what we taste is
actually the alchemy between scent and flavor. Rouse the aromatic compounds by swirling the
glass, then get your nose right down to the surface and inhale. Malt and hops contribute the
most obvious scents—bready, roasty, or nutty in the case of malt; floral, spicy, or citrusy from the
hops. You might find other aromas that are less obvious, like pear, rose, or clove; these emerge
from compounds created during fermentation.SIP. You finally taste the beer once it washes over
your tongue, but flavor isn’t the only thing going on. Swish the beer around your mouth so the
aromas warm and unfold—flavors will evolve as the beer enters your mouth and taste and aroma
commingle, building as you swallow. Beyond flavors, you will pick up the texture of the beer, its
viscosity, level of carbonation, and alcohol strength.SWALLOW. The final experience comes
after the beer is gone. As the beer travels down your throat, a final round of flavors and aromas
emerges. Your nose will detect the vapors left behind and your tongue, still awash in a slight
residue, will continue to taste. Only by swallowing do some of the most important characteristics
emerge—crispness, roundness, hoppiness, and tartness, to name a few. And never, ever spit
out a mouthful—leave that sin to the wine drinkers.To the extent possible, just luxuriate in these
sensations. Tune out the big guy yammering on the next bar stool, the game blaring on the TV.
There are many virtues of beer, but none is greater than its simple pleasure. The appearance,
flavors, and aromas are all clues to the ingredients, style, and brewing methods of the beer
(ones we’ll detail in “Tasting Beer Like a Brewer,” starting on page 58).Try a variety of different
kinds of beers, pay attention to their characteristics, their principal qualities, and think what it is
about them you like. One of beer’s strengths is its variability, and the joy is finding which flavors
you like the most. Once you become familiar with how these flavors line up with beer types, you’ll
begin to mentally map out the terrain of beer styles. These create a launching pad for further
explorations. Take notes, observe, but enjoy. Life’s too short and full of good beer to waste your
time on beers that don’t excite you. ■HOW TO READ A BEER LABELOVER THE CENTURIES
and across different languages, the lexicon for beer terms has changed a bit. Even today the
terms aren’t exactly settled, but “beer” is the word that encompasses the entire range of grain-
based fermented beverages. Ales, lagers, lambics, bocks—they’re all beer. Within this class of
beverages are all manner of subcategories, styles, and designations, any of which might appear
on a beer label. Beyond that, you’ll find various bits of other information that may help you divine
what’s inside the bottle. These are the basics.Many beer companies turn their labels into works
of art.ANATOMY OF A BEER LABEL■ Ale or Lager. Except for a few oddballs, most beers can



be divided into either the ale camp or the lager camp. In part this distinguishes the type of yeast
used to ferment the beer, and in part the manner of fermentation. Ales use a strain of yeast that
prefers warmer temperatures and requires very little aging time. Ale strains produce other flavors
in the beer, like fruit or spice notes. Lagers are fermented cooler and left in tanks for weeks or
months to smooth out. This inhibits the production of fruity and spicy compounds, leaving purer
notes of hop and malt.■ Style or type. Most labels identify the style of beer inside the bottle—
pilsner, stout, gueuze, and so on. This may actually reflect the beer that’s inside the bottle, or
may be an impressionistic or aspirational brewery description—or something the marketing
team invented. It may be a poetic rendering that sounds like a style (“rustic farmhouse ale”), but
isn’t, really. Styles are the subject of endless debates in taverns and chat-rooms across the
planet, and should be approached lightly.■ ABV (alcohol by volume). This is the standard
measure for alcohol in the United States, displacing the older measurement, alcohol by weight
(a beer that’s 5% alcohol by volume is about 4% by weight). Standard beer ranges from 4% to
8% ABV, though stronger (more alcoholic) beers can be as strong as wine—up to 17%.■ IBU
(international bittering units). This is the measure of how much hop acid is dissolved in the beer
—a rough measure of its bitterness. The perception of bitterness is mitigated by how strong and
malty a beer is, so a 40 IBU pale ale may seem quite bitter while those same 40 IBU will
translate to a sweetish strong ale. Worse, many breweries don’t actually have labs to measure
the acids chemically and instead predict them using mathematical formulas (to call this
prediction “inexact” is kind). Finally, while hoppiness is a combination of flavor, aroma, and
bitterness, IBU measure only the last. In Europe, the measure is sometimes labeled EBU
(European bittering units)—but there’s negligible difference between the two.True to its name,
The Beast Grand Cru is a dark, powerful monster of a beer—with an ABV of 15–17%.■ Color
(SRM/EBC). The American Society of Brewing Chemists and European Brewery Convention
have each created a numerical scale of scientific measures of the color of beer when viewed
under certain controlled conditions. Since very few people have a chemistry set at home, the
measure is of little use to the average beer drinker. Beer color is a function of the light and the
width of the glass, and the layperson’s impressionistic sense of color (“straw,” “amber,”
“chestnut”) is at least as useful as a scaled measure.■ Unfiltered. Beer clarity is a divisive
subject. Beer that has been handled well and left to condition (a process of ripening) will settle
into a more brilliant state—a good thing. But breweries may also filter beer, using technologies
that scrub it of all solids including suspended yeast, microscopic hop particles, protein, and
other rustic bits—bad things to people who see a little haze as evidence of the artisanal process.
When a brewery describes its beer as “unfiltered,” it’s announcing its affiliation in the former
camp (beers are never described as filtered). Many craft breweries and craft beer fans like a bit
of fog in their beer, and some styles—Bavarian weizens in particular—actually demand it.■
Gravity/original gravity. A number that expresses how much dissolved sugar is in the wort (beer
before it is fermented)—a measure of the potential strength of beer. Although it’s a bit arcane,
gravity has the virtue of consistency; every beer has a starting gravity, and gravity doesn’t vary



under different circumstances. The usual units of measure are degrees Plato or specific gravity
(indicated by “sp. gr.”). Water is the baseline for both measures, expressed as either 0° Plato or
1.000 sp. gr. The range for normally fermented beers runs from about 8° Plato/1.032 sp. gr.,
which would result in a beer of about 3% ABV, to 26° Plato/1.110 sp. gr., resulting in a towering
monster of 12% ABV. For consistency, specific gravity is used throughout this book.■ Bottle-
Conditioned. Most beer is force-carbonated; that is, carbon dioxide (CO2) is added to finished
beer prior to bottling. In some cases, beer is dosed with sugar or yeast to produce a secondary
fermentation in the bottle. Since the product of fermentation is carbon dioxide, bottle-conditioned
beer naturally carbonates this way. Bottle-conditioned beer has a layer of yeast at the bottom of
the bottle.■ Brettanomyces/tart or sour ale/wild ale. Certain yeasts and bacteria, for centuries
the joy and bane of brewers, have come back into style. With modern controls, brewers can
more often get joyful results; these creatures add unexpected flavors to a beer that range from
subtle dryness to eye-watering acidity. ■THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF BEERTHE ESSENCE
THAT animates a good beer—the way you recognize when a brewer has combined the
elements perfectly—is known as “balance.” At its most basic, the term describes the relationship
between bitter hops and sweet malt, but balance also has a deeper meaning. It describes the
harmony between contrasting elements, how that multitude of flavors and aromas come
together like a choir. I discuss these constituents in detail in “Tasting Beer Like a Brewer”, but
here are the four major taste- and aroma-producing agents.■ Malt. Beer is made of grain that
has been malted; this grain is responsible for the color of beer. The various hues come from the
way the malt is kilned or roasted, which also contributes aromas and flavors. Malt is principally
sweet, but roasted malt may be bitter like coffee. Malt gives beer the scent and flavor of bread,
cracker, nuts, toffee, dark fruit, or chocolate—to name just a few.■ Hops. The most versatile
ingredient in beer is the hops. They may imperceptibly balance the sweetness of malt, as in light
beer, or they may make a beer profoundly bitter, like some double IPAs. Hops can add intense
aromatics and lush flavors as well, some good enough mimics to make you swear there’s
grapefruit, pine boughs, or mint in your glass.■ Yeast. Yeast is an agent more than an ingredient,
and you taste the chemical compounds it leaves behind. In some beers like lagers it leaves very
little, but in others, like hefeweizens and saisons, it creates startlingly fruity or spicy notes that
are the hallmarks of those styles. Generally speaking, the warmer the fermentation, the more
flavor a yeast will give.■ Sugar, spice, and everything nice. Beer must be made of water, malt,
and yeast, but it may also be made of almost anything else. And it has been. In modern
commercial brewing, the use of other ingredients is becoming more common: Breweries
regularly add sugar to boost strength without adding body, but honey, maple syrup, or molasses
give flavor as well. Spices like coriander are found in witbiers, and breweries may slyly use a
pinch of spice in nearly any beer to suggest yeast character—or blast a beer to make it taste like
Indian tea or pumpkin pie. And fruit, squash, and flavorings like coffee or chocolate are regulars
in seasonal beers. ■A MATTER OF STYLEIT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO approach beer without
contending with the word “style.” When people refer to style, they mean categories of beers like



stouts, dunkel lagers, or witbier. The word is ubiquitous and spreads yearly like a fungus as new
subcategories and sub-subcategories branch out from their root style. (The style guidelines for
the Great American Beer Festival have gotten distinctly Dada: “pale American Belgo-style ale”
and “German-style rye ale with or without yeast” are a couple of the high-water marks.) It’s worth
considering that the man who is more responsible for giving us the conceptual framework of
“beer style,” the late beer writer Michael Jackson, originally thought of beers as “types.” In 1977
he wrote, “There are certain classical examples within each group, and some of them have given
rise to generally accepted styles, whether regional or international. If a brewer specifically has
the intention of reproducing a classical beer, then he is working within a style. If his beer merely
bears a general similarity to others, then it may be regarded as being of their type.”Jackson lost
the battle he helped start. What he called types we now call styles. Despite the ongoing style
metastasis, though, it’s not a terrible system. We need a common language to discuss the
different types of beer, and although the way we talk about style now is overly fussy, it’s not
terrible. The one very important caveat to note is that styles are constantly in flux. The idea of
style should be descriptive, not prescriptive. In the long history of beer, the beverages we’ve
called, say, “porter” have morphed enormously. The porters of 1750 were brown, strong, and vat-
aged to a vinous acidity. A century later they were still strong and acidic, but had gone from
brown to black. Another century and they were no longer strong, were roasty instead of vinous,
and still black.And it doesn’t take decades, either; in the thirty-odd years since craft brewing
began in the United States, styles have shifted noticeably. This is why New Belgium’s Peter
Bouckaert provides perhaps the perfect working definition there is: “Style is the definition of a
group of beers at a certain point in time.” Use the term, but don’t fix it in stasis. ■From Gruel-
Beer to Black IPA in 10,000 YearsIn the beginning, there was gruel-beer. The epoch: sometime
before the dawn of civilization, as hunter-gatherers in the Tigris and Euphrates valleys were just
starting a flirtation with grain. These ancestors of the Sumerians had discovered that soaking
grain in water softened it, forming a thin gruel. Over time they made refinements, learning to
crush the grain and soak it in hot water—an innovation that released some of the grain’s sugars
and made a thicker, sweeter porridge. At some pivotal moment, humankind stumbled into one of
those happy accidents that change the course of history. A bowl of gruel, perhaps secreted away
in the cluttered cave of a teenager, sat out a night or two in the yeast-laden air. It fermented into
a mildly intoxicating soup—what archaeologists call “gruel-beer”—and thus began the history of
brewing.There are three ways to think about what comes next. If we tell the story one way, it
leads into the history of civilization, how humans decided to settle down, till the soil, found
monotheism, and ultimately invent the iPhone. A more narrow telling of the story focuses on the
history of brewing: how humans learned to malt the grains, mash them, add hops, and finally,
thousands of years later, discover the existence of yeast. A third thread highlights the way in
which peoples and beer evolved together, how beer styles reflected the people who brewed
them.Of course, we don’t have to choose. All three are the story of beer, which has been a part
of our history since the dawn of civilization. It has become tightly embroidered into our culture.



When you start plucking up specific styles of beer, you haul up dozens of stories about the local
agriculture, laws, wars, and technologies that shaped them. Why is a stout dark? Why are
märzens named for a month (March)? Why is lambic sour? Just one question about one beer
precipitates a story that, told fully, is the biography of the people who brewed it. ■EVERY BEER
TELLS A STORYTAKE THE 1936 vintage of Coronation Ale I have in my cellar. The English
brewery Greene King brewed it specially to celebrate the ascension of Edward VIII to the throne.
This was not unusual. For centuries, people had been making celebratory beer—the word
“bridal,” for example, derives from the Anglo-Saxon bry¯d-ealo (“bride ale,” which actually refers
to the celebratory fest, not just the beer). If you recall your royal history, though, you know that
the coronation of 1936 was unusual: It never happened. Edward, after a reign of just 325 days,
decided he would rather marry the American divorcee Wallis Simpson than continue on as King
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and of the British Dominions and
Emperor of India. The beer, a dark, relatively low-alcohol beer, sat in cellars in Bury St Edmunds
for decades.This bottle of Greene King Coronation Ale shows its age.What does this beer tell us
about Britain at the time? Quite a lot, actually. In centuries past, a batch of celebratory beer
might have been rich and alcoholic. Breweries at English universities made “audit” ales for the
feast celebrating the end of the annual exams. (Greene King made one of those, too.) In earlier
times, the nobility competed to make the strongest beers, sometimes to celebrate the birth of a
child or a wedding. Why didn’t Greene King make a beer like this for the future king? Beers had
changed. Even thirty years earlier, 5%—the ABV of this beer—would have placed it among the
weaker beers available in Britain. Standard strengths from Victorian times through the early
twentieth century were around 6%, and a good many beers were stronger than 8% (standard
Budweiser is 5% ABV).School’s out for summer: Greene King’s celebratory Audit AleSo the
question arises: Why was the 1936 Coronation Ale so weak? During the First World War, the
British government put controls on the amount of grain breweries could use, and strengths
collapsed. All of a sudden, beers below 3% ABV were common. As the country climbed out of
the postwar hole, strengths recovered a bit—which is the moment Greene King brewed
Coronation Ale. Soon, the machines of war started grinding in Europe again, and strengths
would again fail. The period of mandated low-strength beer lasted so long that the British
developed a taste for it; even today, beers are nowhere near as hearty as they were before World
War I. Celebration Ale is a fun example because it involves eloping monarchs, but every beer
has its story.Even conservative taxonomists will divide beer styles into dozens of distinct
categories. Each one has a unique story. It’s possible to draw a line from gruel-beer to
Coronation Ale, but to connect gruel-beer and Pilsner Urquell requires an entirely different line.
Climate, laws, war, technology, trade, and even religion have guided and shaped the way beers
have morphed and changed. Styles evolved in increments, traveled and influenced other styles,
and many times waned and flickered out. Yet all emerged because of certain conditions that
were as specific and unique as the beer itself—and all are, even today, continuing to evolve.
What follows is an overview of that process—a primer for understanding how civilization



developed brewing, where styles came from, how they evolved, and why they persist.
■ANCIENT HISTORYNOW, back to that gruel-beer. Scholars suggest the first batches were
enjoyed in roughly the years from 10,000 to 8000 BCE. In the Fertile Crescent, wild grain was
abundant; people could release the seeds just by beating the grasses. Archaeologists suspect
that ancient brewers were already developing the basic process of brewing by transferring
batches of gruel-beer from clay pot to clay pot, unknowingly selecting and isolating yeast strains
that lived in the pots’ cracks and fissures. Gruel-beer was made from unmalted grain and would
have been quite weak—one to two percent alcohol at most.Eventually, beginning around 4500
BCE, the nomadic people we now call the Sumerians settled down. The impulse may have come
from rapid population growth, or because people became increasingly tired of hauling around
newly invented implements. Certain avid beer fans argue that agriculture began because the
growing population couldn’t rely on wild seeds and they just had to have a regular supply of beer.
(Archaeologists tend to favor bread making as the more likely motivation.)There have been three
revolutionary discoveries in brewing: malting grain, the use of hops, and the function of yeast.
The first and biggest leap, malting grain, was taken so early it went unrecorded. At some point,
humans discovered that germinated grain produced stronger beer than its raw counterpart. By
the time of the first records of beer, people were already using advanced brewing techniques:
malting and kilning grain and mashing it to make beer. In those oldest writings, Sumerians
describe a beer recognizable to modern eyes as beer—much more rustic, but malted, kilned,
mashed, and fermented.Beer’s Epic History.“You are the one who waters the malt set on the
ground …Ninkasi, you are the one who soaks the malt in a jar The waves rise, the waves fall …
You are the one who spreads the cooked mash on large reed mats, Coolness overcomes …
Ninkasi, you are the one who holds with both hands the great sweet wort.”—HYMN TO
NINKASI, 1800 BCE, translated by Miguel Civil“‘Eat the food, Enkidu, it is the way one
lives.Drink the beer, as is the custom of the land.’Enkidu ate the food until he was sated,he drank
the beer—seven jugs!—and became expansive andsang with joy!”—EPIC OF
GILGAMESH,circa 2500 BCE, translated by Maureen Gallery KovacsAs hunter-gatherers, small
tribes were able to collect and hunt enough food to enjoy leisure time, which in turn led to
relatively democratic societies. Diets were varied and healthy. By contrast, field work took huge
effort, burning up to 5,000 calories a day. For their trouble, people made due with a less healthy,
less varied diet. And the need for reliable, subservient labor brought societal stratification. To
support this new life, the Sumerians had to consume more calories than they could get from
bread alone. Beer—more energy-dense than bread—was consumed in huge quantities, and
was drunk liberally by most Sumerians once they exited infancy. If beer wasn’t the only reason
people decided to take up agriculture in the first place, it was one of the main reasons they were
able to continue once they had. No doubt beer’s narcotic benefits helped loosen muscles and
soothe minds after long days in the field—and probably helped quell rebellion.The First Beer
Styles From the very start, beer was made in different styles. One especially detailed list from
Sumer lists beer by age, color, quality, and recipe. One type of beer had lots of spelt and no



wheat, while another had lots of wheat and no spelt. Egyptians also had at least seventeen
different beer types, including some evocative varieties like “joybringer,” “heavenly,” “beer of the
protector,” and “beer of truth” (though that one was just for the gods).FERTILE
CRESCENTSumer wasn’t the only civilization that developed beer; many early cultures across
the world started brewing soon after they sowed their first fields. The Egyptians, who were just
slightly later than the Sumerians, are the most famous early brewers. Evidence suggests pre-
literate brewing as early as 5000 BCE, and written records begin around 3100 BCE. Beer was a
central part of Egyptian culture, from its ubiquity in daily diets to its use as an offering to the gods
and the dead. Egypt was the first place to tax beer and likely the first place to export it.Egyptians
operated sophisticated breweries. They malted their wheat and barley and dried it in the sun,
ground it, and used a two-phase system of mashing it. One of their early innovations was to add
dates and pomegranates to flavor the beer. Brewing was integrated into life, where beer served
as one form of payment, and—as the clay pots in tombs illustrate—important after death as
well.Elsewhere, brewing wasn’t far behind. In Scotland people might have been brewing as early
as the Egyptians. Recent archaeological evidence places both malting and brewing at some
time between 4000 and 2000 BCE. These brewers may have been the most fanciful, fortifying
their beer with honey and cranberries as well as a variety of wild herbs. Celts started brewing at
least by 700 BCE; they not only learned to malt grains, but developed techniques to kiln-dry and
roast it. They also added henbane, a toxic psychoactive herb that might have been used to flavor
the beer—or make it more intoxicating. Scientists discovered an advanced brewery near present-
day Berlin dating to 500 BCE.ASIA, AFRICA, SOUTH AMERICASettlers near the Yellow River in
China around 220 BCE also brewed, but they had to contend with less-nitrogen-rich soil. (The
date is in dispute; some archaeologists argue brewing in China started as early as 9,000 years
ago, or roughly the same period as the earliest Mesopotamian brewing.) Their grain of choice
was millet, which tolerated the soil’s conditions and also made a nutty brew. The Chinese spiced
their beer with herbs, producing a product so popular that local leaders eventually had to pass
laws to suppress drunkenness.In Africa, people harvested millet as well—and sorghum, a grain
still used in the production of local beer. The first use of sorghum, around 400 BCE, started
south of Lake Victoria in what is now Tanzania and spread farther south as the Bantu speakers
continued to look for new fields. Sorghum beer has been continuously brewed in sub-Saharan
Africa ever since, in much the same traditional way. The more traditional variety is still brewed by
hand using unrefined methods and is sold fresh in local bars, in addition to the large trade in
commercial sorghum beer.In what is now Mexico and Guatemala, the Mayans started making
beer out of corn, probably around 150 BCE. Like the other early brewing societies, the Mayans
first made a weak beer called chicha by adding cornmeal to warm water, but in one of the more
remarkable (and perhaps unappetizing) developments, they also discovered that if they chewed
the meal first, the resulting beer was stronger. The mouth contains salivary amylase, an enzyme
that helps convert starches to sugar; the Mayans were performing a unique method of early
malting. Like sorghum beer in Africa, chicha didn’t die out with the Mayans, and continues to be



made in Central and South America.Those are just some of the main highlights. People across
the planet, in what are now Russia, Scandinavia, Central Europe—pretty much wherever grain
was a major staple—made beer. At the early stages of development, the kind of beer people
made depended wholly on what grew locally. Wheat, barley, millet, sorghum, and corn defined
the beers of the Egyptians, Sumerians, Chinese, Africans, and South Americans respectively.
Russian and Scandinavian brewing came later than the first wave, but again, the beer they made
was based on their local grain, rye.Modern utwala beer, a traditional ale of South Africa, is made
almost exactly the same as it was thousands of years ago. Unlicensed breweries malt their own
grain (which may also include corn) and prepare the beer over the course of two days, adding
infusions of flour and boiling the preparation periodically. After a short period of fermentation, the
milk-colored, flour-silted beverage is ready to drink.The first few thousand years of brewing were
fairly uneventful. After brewers figured out malting and mashing, they bumped along making
traditional beer. They pretty quickly learned to add herbs and spices to make beer tastier and
sometimes they used other sugar sources like fruit and honey to give their beers a bit of kick. But
for the most part, brewing remained a domestic chore that people did on a small scale, following
the same practices, one generation to the next. ■BIGGER BREWERIES, SMALL
INNOVATIONSIN EUROPE, things advanced more slowly than they had in Egypt. It would take
centuries for beer to reach Egypt’s level of organization, and centuries more for beer to finally
start to take a modern form. The biggest barrier was decentralization: Until the 700s CE, brewing
was a domestic activity, not a commercial one. There were no specialized brewers, just farmers
who made beer as one of the many tasks on the annual calendar.Brewing continued like this
from well before the time of Christ until things finally got going in the Middle Ages. In the eighth
century, under Charlemagne, monasteries spread across Europe by the hundreds. The
monastic life was shaped by a code, the Rule of Saint Benedict, drawn up around the year 529.
It was a complete treatise on the spiritual conduct and operation of a monastery, running to
seventy-three chapters. Among the practical effects were monastic self-sufficiency and
industriousness (the code also exhorted monks to be cheery). As part of their spiritual practice,
monks needed to support themselves, so monasteries managed large farms to grow food—and
make wine and beer as well. Furthermore, the Rule encouraged an outward focus of welcoming
guests. Monasteries made beer to slake the thirst of their members, but beer also made for a
nice offering to visitors. Monks controlled all the stages of production, from maintaining the
barley fields on their property to brewing, and consumption of the finished product.Workers at
the historic Brouwerij Rodenbach in FlandersOver time, monasteries became centers of
considerable activity. Growing and malting grain and brewing beer met the standard for self-
sufficiency, and the beer they made was an important feature of hospitality (particularly given the
state of drinking water at the time). Based on blueprints that still survive for a Swiss brewery-
monastery, some of these institutions produced more than a thousand barrels of beer a year—a
substantial step up in scale from the farmhouse brewery. In order to make such a large volume of
palatable beer, monasteries made technical improvements to their equipment and methods.



Because of their size and regular production, monasteries could make better, more consistent
beer than the average farmer. At their peak, six hundred monasteries were brewing beer across
Europe. This was the first major advance in brewing in centuries.Stages of Development. In his
book Beer in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, University of British Columbia historian
Richard Unger adapted a theory of development that is quite handy in understanding the various
stages of European brewing. The first stage was domestic production, done in the home on
provisional, seasonal equipment. It was the practice for hundreds of years, from the time of
scattered brewing activity a few hundred years BCE until the eighth century CE. This evolved
into a similar stage where brewing was still done in the home, but became a professional trade
conducted on more permanent equipment by more skilled brewers, usually to supplement family
income. During both of these stages, the brewers were women and the work was seen as
domestic activity. Women continued to brew at home in a semicommercial arrangement until the
nineteenth century—a kind of shadow to official commercial brewing later done by men.The next
stage began when brewers established full-time, stand-alone facilities. This stage was a function
of urbanization, when skilled craftsmen gathered together to pool their resources and labor, and
was the first wholly commercial stage. It’s also when brewing began to gain some social status—
which of course is the moment men decided to horn in and displace women. The final stage was
manufacturing, when breweries became large-scale enterprises capable of producing a
substantial amount of beer for distribution and even export.One thing to note is that these stages
weren’t successive; they skipped forward and overlapped, and sometimes even regressed.
There might have been major manufacturing happening in a town while a few kilometers out in
the countryside, you saw farmhouse production taking place. It’s also fascinating to note that
with the huge popularity of homebrewing and the recent phenomenon of nanobrewing, all
stages are once again active.There were a number of intersecting societal forces at work, and
like so much else in this story, beer played an important role. Laws began to shape the way beer
was made toward the end of the tenth century, as the government under the Holy Roman
Emperor conceived an ingenious scheme to tax breweries. For millennia, brewers had added
crushed herbs and spices—gruit—to their beers. According to the new plan, the government
would retain the right to sell brewing spice to brewers—functionally, a way of taxing them.
Emperor Otto II began to grant the right to collect the tax to loyal nobles or even to towns and
this is the context in which the word “gruit” was introduced; the right to provide it was called the
gruitrecht. Like water rights, once a recipient had gruitrecht, he could lease it out to others.
Gruiters had their own recipes for gruit mixtures, and brewers were mandated by law to buy
spices from these vendors. The law lasted for more than five centuries—well into the age of
hops (which, inevitably, prompted the levy of hoppegeld, or hop tax). For centuries, then, control
of the flavor of beer was dependent on agents who didn’t even brew themselves—all as a
scheme to support the activities of local government.Gruit. From the juniper of Finnish sahti to
the heather of Scottish ale, almost every imaginable flavoring found its way into beer. (One
recipe for mum, an obsolete English beer, called for the inner rind of a fir tree. Tasty!) The gruit



houses of medieval Europe relied on a more limited range of spices, though. Among those
mentioned most often are wild rosemary, laurel leaves, sweet gale or bog myrtle, and yarrow,
which is even to this day sometimes called “field hop.” Beyond the main ingredients, gruit might
have any number of other spices for flavor: ginger, cumin, star anise, marjoram, mint, and sage,
to name a few. Other ingredients like laurel and alder bark were sometimes added as
preservatives. The proportions were left to the gruiter, who carefully guarded his own personal
recipe.COMMERCIAL BREWINGCommercial brewing began in the eleventh century as people
began moving off their farms and into towns. Even though it remained a domestic practice in the
countryside, some brewers had begun to specialize and sell beer in communities. In towns, the
process of specialization sped up, and independent breweries began to emerge. Much like
monastic brewers, commercial breweries got more adept at making consistent beer (though
they were also under the jurisdiction of the gruitrecht), grew larger, and began distributing beer
around towns and local regions.In the late seventh or early eighth century, people made the
second transformational discovery that would change brewing: that hops could be used as a
spice in beer. That is important, because people knew about hops long before anyone thought to
put them in beer.The Roman naturalist Pliny the Elder famously mentioned them in Naturalis
Historia around the year 78, though he recommended them for their tasty shoots (he called
them, charmingly, “Gallic asparagus”). The first definitive mention of their addition to beer comes
from 822, in a text by Abbot Adalhard from Corbie, France. The reference was a bit convoluted,
but Adalhard was clearly referring to their use in beer. There remains a curious gap in the
historical record. After Adalhard wrote about hops, they seem to have vanished from all
documentation for another 300 years. They made a triumphant return in the twelfth century, but
the intervening period is a black hole. During that time, brewing edged forward on its sleepy
pace of growth. Farmhouse breweries were still the rule, but commercial breweries were
becoming more common in the cities.The discovery of hops was significant beyond making beer
more delicious. As the Benedictine abbess Hildegard of Bingen noted, they act as a
preservative, and this had two important effects. Hops allowed breweries to do more with their
recipes, like making stronger beer (without hops, strong beer would turn to vinegar before it was
done conditioning). More important, beer that could survive for more than a few days had the
capacity to travel. Until the discovery of hops, beer was rooted firmly to the region where it was
brewed. After hops, beers were moving across the continent, influencing distant brewers and the
beers they made. Not that the process happened overnight—it didn’t. People didn’t immediately
take to the plant’s unfamiliar, bitter flavor, and it took centuries for hops to become a standard
ingredient. The use of hops was a revolutionary step in fighting infection and spoilage, though,
and once hopped beer entered a region, it never left. In the eleventh century, almost no beer was
made with hops; a thousand years later, almost no beer is made without them. ■Hildegard of
Bingen, Hop Mama. The two names commonly associated with hops are Pliny the Elder,
credited with their discovery, and Hildegard of Bingen, credited as the first person to mention
their use in beer. Pliny’s status complicates the narrative. It’s not even clear he was talking about



hops when he identified the plant lupus salictarius—“wolf of the willows”—and if so, that he was
really the first to mention them. Hildegard’s status is more straightforward. The abbess of St.
Rupertsberg, near Bingen, was a mystic famous enough to remain the subject of modern
scholarly interest, and an unlikely candidate for brewing saint. Yet she did in fact write about
hops in her classic text on the science of the natural world Physica Sacra (an English translation
is still in print), both in reference to brewing and with the knowledge that they “keep some
putrefaction” from drinks (presumably beer). Of course, while this is all well and good, she was
scooped by Adalhard, who mentioned hops in his texts more than 300 years before Hildegard
wrote her Physica.THE AGE OF TRADEHOPS WOULD ULTIMATELY PROVE to be the killer
app that transformed beer into a commercial juggernaut. The first success came around 1200
CE from Bremen (located in what is now northwest Germany), a member of the Hanseatic
League of trading cities. Just a short boat ride down the Weser River from the North Sea,
Bremen was able to take advantage of the preservative quality of hops and begin export. Ideally
situated to ship beer across northern Europe, Bremen’s product went to Holland, the Baltic
countries, and Scandinavia—and became the world’s first international beer. Hamburg
competed with and eventually surpassed its Hanseatic partner in the 1300s.Once other brewers
saw how well Bremen beer kept, it wasn’t long before they began using hops, too. In relative
terms, the transition was quick—though it still took decades. Government control of gruit and
local tastes were part of the problem, but breweries also weren’t sure how to use the new herb
and the German breweries were very happy to keep the method to themselves. England was the
last country to adopt hops and one of the most resistant (some local officials even banned its
use in ale), but by the early 1700s hops had conquered Great Britain, too. Gruit’s day had
passed.Were Gruit Beers Boiled? Beer was not considered a subject worthy of much
scholarship in the Dark Ages, and there’s very little information about how it was made back
then. One intriguing question is whether brewers even bothered to boil wort before the discovery
of hops. Why would they? In order to release their bacteria-inhibiting goodness, hops need to be
boiled, but boiling isn’t necessary to make fermentable wort. So why would early breweries
spend the time and money to secure the wood for an unnecessary period of boiling? Even if they
did bring wort to a boil to extract more flavor from the gruit, there wouldn’t have been any reason
to leave it boiling very long.Once hopped beer opened up distant markets, commercial brewing
hit the big time. Larger German breweries were making more than a thousand barrels a year in
the 1300s, twice that for the most successful producers. They made different styles of beer for
different markets and sent out ships full of nothing but beer. Brewing had become big business,
and brewers had become powerful men. With larger systems able to take advantage of
efficiencies in production, bigger breweries could make beer more cheaply than smaller ones.
These behemoths were able to influence the government, affect taxes (to their benefit), and with
their size advantage, spark worries about consolidation. It might seem like a contemporary fear
to worry about the power of huge breweries, but even then small brewers of the day were
already raising warning flares. In time, beer’s success had even pushed the line of traditional



wine-drinking Europe south as it established itself in Flanders and Southern Germany, causing
all the more worry and anxiety.By the end of the Middle Ages, beer had become quite a different
substance from the one brewed at the beginning. Before the discovery of hops, beer was weak
and sweet, and spoiled quickly. Spices helped round the flavor, but they didn’t exactly balance it
in the way hops, with their unique spicy bitterness, could. Once brewers mastered hops, they
were making stronger, more consistent beer that lasted longer without spoiling. But it also had a
totally different character; it was no longer defined by sweetness. There was still enormous
variation in local styles from place to place, but the nature of beer had been changed forever.
Hops had become an intrinsic flavor that defined beer. ■INDUSTRIALIZATIONDESPITE THE
RELATIVELY sprightly adoption of hops, the pace of evolution was pretty slow in absolute terms
over the next few hundred years. There were the Dark Ages to slog through, the Crusades,
endless wars, and plagues. But things were about to change. Between 1700 and the late 1800s,
a great period of innovation occurred that transformed beer from a rustic, handmade beverage
to a chemically stable, laboratory-pure industrial product. It took several hundred years for the
hop revolution to fully flower, but industrialization happened in a breathtaking period that was
just eleven decades long.Beginning in the early eighteenth century, the British picked up where
the Hanseatic League had left off and became the world’s great beer exporter. Breweries were
making strong, heavily hopped beer called Burton that would survive years in casks and was
well suited for long journeys across oceans. Porters followed—again, massive, heavy beers
designed to last over long periods. The shipping network that sustained the British Empire
transported beer all around the world—to Asia, Russia, Australia, and North America.As the
export market grew, so did the London and Burton breweries that supplied it. A big brewery in
the 1300s made 2,000 barrels a year. By the mid-1700s, some breweries in London were
making more than 50,000 barrels—and that was before the steam engine revolutionized the
industry. The British enjoyed such success and renown because they were far ahead of other
countries in technical innovation. They were the first to adopt thermometers, hydrometers, steam
power, and refrigeration. In each case, these were innovations to the brewing method, and the
result was more consistent, stable beer—and that, in turn, led to bigger breweries with greater
reach. It gave the British a huge advantage in what was becoming a global market. Porter
became an international phenomenon and was the world’s first truly modern beer. After porters,
pale beers took hold and, like porters, they began to penetrate foreign markets and influence
brewers elsewhere.A copper grant at Rochefort. Grants allowed brewers to monitor wort clarity
and control flow rate, and helped relieve vacuums from developing during lautering. Outside the
Czech Republic, few modern breweries still use grants.The Technological Revolution. The
eleven decades between the adoption of the thermometer in the 1760s and refrigeration in the
1870s marked a period of staggering innovation in brewing technology—far surpassing all the
advances made in the 8,000 years before. By the end of the period, brewing had become a
modern industry, one improved upon in only small increments in the time since. Following is a list
of the key inventions and discoveries and how they altered brewing.■ THERMOMETER, circa



1760 (in breweries). Before the thermometer, breweries had no way of consistently reaching the
same mash temperature batch after batch and could only gauge liquor temperatures with their
bare hands or by assessing the amount of steam. The difference in a few degrees was the
difference between a well-made beer and a failure.■ HYDROMETER, circa 1780. The
hydrometer allowed a brewer to determine the amount of dissolved sugar in solution, in both
wort and finished beer. As a tool, it gave breweries a way of gauging their efficiency and
improving their techniques. But it also changed the way breweries made beer. For example, the
hydrometer revealed to London breweries how poor brown malt was in the porter-making
process and led to the use of pale malts in the grist to improve mashing and fermentation.■
STEAM POWER, circa 1785 (in breweries). Before the Industrial Revolution, breweries had to
move water, grain, and barrels around with human- or horsepower alone. Brewers originally
adopted steam power as a cost-saving measure, but soon realized that it also allowed them to
produce far greater quantities of beer annually. For the first time, breweries were no longer
limited to the beer they could sell locally. Industrial-scale breweries churned out porter that
traveled around the world, creating an international market. Styles were no longer fixed in
place.■ ATTEMPERATION, circa 1800. Throughout brewing history, the summer heat was
deadly to cooling and fermenting beer. In Britain, breweries learned that they could
“attemperate” (lower the temperature of) wort with cool water. They ran hot wort through small
pipes embedded inside larger pipes filled with cold water to bring it down to fermentation
temperature in a matter of minutes and to pitch (or add) yeast quickly after boiling.■
SPARGING, circa 1780s to 1850s. At the end of the mash, brewers sprinkle water on the grain
bed to flush the wort and rinse the malt—the modern practice of sparging. Until the mid-
nineteenth century, breweries conducted several mashes, drawing off successively weaker
worts from the same grain bed. It was a laborious, time-consuming process, one much
streamlined with the introduction of sparging.■ PASTEUR’S TREATISE ON YEAST, 1857.
Although brewers had for centuries understood the mechanism of yeast, prior to Pasteur’s work
they didn’t understand why beer went sour. Not only did he clarify how beer was fermented, he
pointed out why lagers typically had fewer problems with spoilage. The effect Pasteur had on
brewing was stark and immediate. Lagers, a small minority of all beer prior to his publication,
would come to dominate the global market within a few decades.■ REFRIGERATION, 1870s.
Heat has always been beer’s biggest foe. Attemperation helped breweries master it, and Pasteur
explained why controlling it mattered. With the introduction of refrigeration, breweries got yet
more control over heat, no longer having to rely exclusively on chill weather, cellars, and blocks
of ice.An early steam engine on display at the National Brewery Centre, Burton upon Trent,
EnglandThe next great international style, pilsner, was indeed a pale—but one brewed
according to a different technological lineage. The method of lagering beer had been evolving in
Bavaria since—well, no one seems to know for sure. Like the British effort to master temperature
through attemperation, lagering—the process of fermenting beer cool and aging it in cool
temperatures for weeks or months—gave Bavarian breweries a way to master souring



organisms. It probably dates to the 1400s and developed only very slowly as breweries got more
and more mastery over their fermentations. What brewers didn’t realize at the time was that they
were domesticating yeast strains that would perform well in cooler environments.Every region
had slightly different brewing techniques, and lagering was, until the mid-nineteenth century, a
quirk of Bohemia and Bavaria. Their beers were dark and popular only regionally. In 1842,
however, brewer Josef Groll (a Bavarian) took advantage of lager technology to produce a
sparkling, pale beer at the city brewery in Pilsen in Bohemia. Within a few short decades, pilsner
would make all previous international styles look like pretenders. The timing was perfect for one
beer style to become a standard. Technological advancements made mass production and
distribution possible (via ship and newfangled rail lines), and refrigeration protected beer from
spoilage and even the violence of heat on more delicate qualities like hop flavor and
aroma.Automobiles like this antique Palm Beer delivery truck were part of a wave of
modernization in early 20th-century Belgian brewing.But most of all, pilsner was a lager. This
was significant because fifteen years after Groll’s first batch, Louis Pasteur published his studies
on the science of fermentation, clarifying the role of yeast in the process. He explained how bad
things happened to good beer, and he was a fan of lagering as a way of limiting the ravages of
maleficent microorganisms.This was the final of three ground-breaking discoveries that changed
beer forever. Once breweries understood yeast, they quickly worked to produce pure strains.
Around the turn of the twentieth century, N. Hjelte Claussen discovered a strain of wild yeast so
common in British ales he named it for the country (Brettanomyces)—and yet within a very short
time British breweries would eliminate wild bacteria and yeasts in their beers. Progress was
slower in Belgium, where drinkers enjoyed tart beers, but by midcentury, soured ales would be a
fading minority. Meanwhile, lager brewing spread worldwide, as Germans helped set up
breweries across Asia and the Americas. Before breweries got a handle on pure yeast cultures,
the character of beer had always been threatened by souring organisms—and most ales were at
least tinged by acid sourness. Once breweries mastered wild fermentation, they eliminated it
from all but a few precincts in northern Germany and Belgium. ■WAR, TEMPERANCE, AND
CONSOLIDATIONWE HAVE COME 10,000 years or more from those lovely bowls of pre-
Sumerian gruel-beer. Ninety-nine percent of history has been written. And yet, a survey of beer
from the turn of the twentieth century would reveal a huge diversity of styles. Lager had begun its
ascent, but it had barely touched Britain, Belgium, or France. Beer styles were still heavily
conditioned by local traditions and preferences. That last one percent of history turned out to be
eventful.Consolidation began by the second half of the nineteenth century and never slowed
down. London was home to the first industrial breweries in the eighteenth century, but steam
power and technological advances allowed other countries to catch up. Once breweries became
adept at producing large volumes of beer, they began snapping up market share. Big breweries
could make beer more cheaply than inefficient village breweries, and their beer was usually
better and more consistent. Even with population growth, there were only so many barrels of
demand in the market, and it went increasingly to the more professional national breweries.



Britain had more than 4,000 breweries at the turn of the century, a number reduced to 142 by the
mid-1970s.Cheap supermarket beers like this house-brand bitter from Sainsbury’s in the U.K.
have done pubs and real ale no favors.Had nothing else changed, the twentieth century would
have been a time of continued consolidation as electrical grids came online and refrigerated
trucks sailed along highways, giving ever bigger breweries the ability to make more and more
beer. But things did change—and hugely.The two events that changed modern history—the
World Wars—also changed beer across Europe. The trenches of the First World War were cut
across the heart of northern French and western Belgian brewing regions. The German war
machine dismantled breweries, and most never recovered in France. During the Second World
War, entire cities were turned to rubble—including their breweries. Physical destruction was only
a part of the picture. To contend with years of war, European governments put restrictions on the
amount of grain brewers could use—so traditional beers were often destroyed, too. The world
left in the late 1940s included far fewer small family breweries, and traditional beer styles
vanished by the score. ■BEER IN AMERICANORTH AMERICA FIRST made beer’s
acquaintance 400 years ago. It arrived in the bellies of British ships, a scurvy-fighting tonic for
the long journey across the Atlantic. For the colonists fond of their lovely brown tipples from
home, that would remain the revered source of beer for decades. As the new arrivals soon
learned, barley didn’t grow well in the Virginia or New England colonies. Virginians apparently
made beer-ish beverages with corn, potatoes, persimmons, molasses, or whatever they could
find that would ferment.In between those two colonies, a different group had a bit better luck.
Dutch immigrants settling in New Amsterdam (we now call it New York) built the first of many
breweries on Manhattan in 1612. Breweries in Philadelphia and Baltimore followed later that
century. Some of the breweries were successful, and the beer was apparently at least palatable
—though everyone acknowledged that Britain’s ales remained far superior.In the early decades
of European residence in North America, the best beer was the kind that arrived by boat. The
British shipped massive amounts to the colonists there—far more than they ever sent to India or
the Baltics. Imports weren’t enough, though. Country brewers like George Washington made
beer at home for the family and servants—a practice carried over from England. However, all of
this was, pardon the pun, small beer: America was a rum and whiskey country.The statistics are
staggering. By 1763, New England alone housed 159 commercial distilleries; there were only
132 breweries in the entire country in 1810. By 1830, the U.S. had 14,000 distilleries; towns
tolled a bell at 11:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. marking “grog time”; and the per capita rate of
consumption was nearly two bottles of liquor a week for every drinking-age adult. Beer either
wasn’t very good or was an expensive import, and until later in the century it played only a minor
role in the young nation’s hard-drinking ways.That changed, gradually, with the influx of German
immigrants in the 1840s. They brought with them a knowledge of German lagering techniques,
and began opening breweries by the hundreds across the country. For the first time, beer’s role—
and more specifically, lager’s role—in American life started to grow. A few ale breweries
managed to survive, but German immigration effectively ended ale’s run in the U.S. Whatever



vestiges did hang on were destroyed during the great social experiment of Prohibition. In
Europe, brewing suffered in the early twentieth century thanks to wars; in the U.S., the suffering
was self-inflicted. To get through Prohibition, breweries put out homebrew ingredients or made
nonalcoholic malt-based products to compete with soft drinks. In 1900, there were nearly 2,000
breweries operating in the United States; in 1934, there were just 750. By then, lagers controlled
the U.S. market and would eventually scrub all memory of ales from the American
consciousness.By the late 1960s, American brewing was no longer a craft—it was an industrial
process conducted on a titanic scale. Breweries had learned efficiency, and the entire process
was geared toward producing the largest quantity at the lowest price. Niche styles were
inefficient. Small regional breweries were inefficient. The logic of industrial-scale brewing led to
streamlining. Big companies bought up small breweries—many of which predated Prohibition—
and converted their beers to the standard light lager.The math was obvious: The remaining
breweries were as big as battleships and turned out oceans of beer. Gigantism was the standard
at every stage of production, from grain and hop deliveries to tun and tank size, from warehouse
storage to fleets of delivery trucks. The bigger they got, the more efficient they got, all of which
fueled consolidation in an ever-accelerating feedback loop. This efficiency was great on the
production side. By the 1970s, consumption and sales were at an all-time high. In 1950, the
largest five breweries controlled less than a quarter of the market; by 1980, they controlled three
quarters and the total number of breweries had dwindled to fewer than a hundred.For product
offerings, the relentless homogenization was not so great. For one thing, beer drinkers had
always been connected to their local breweries. They had always played up local imagery, local
customs, even local pride. Resentment grew as the little guys got picked off, one after another.
But more important, with each new acquisition the beer landscape got blander and more boring.
Surveying the American scene at the time, writer Michael Jackson described the beery tableau
this way: “They are pale lager beers vaguely of the pilsener style but lighter in body, notably
lacking hop character, and generally bland in palate. They do not all taste exactly the same but
the differences between them are often of minor consequence.”George Washington’s “Small
Beer” Recipe. As evidence that brewing was no easy task in colonial America, we have to look
no further than the nation’s father, who had a house recipe for a substance he generously called
“beer.” The text below; is taken verbatim; eccentric punctuation and capitalization are
Washington’s.TO MAKE SMALL BEERTake a large Sifter full of Bran Hops to your Taste.—Boil
these 3 hours. Then strain out 30 Gallons into a Cooler, put in 3 Gallons Molasses while the
Beer is scalding hot or rather drain the molasses into the Cooler & strain the Beer on it while
boiling Hot. Let this stand till it is little more than Blood warm. Then put in a quart of Yeast if the
weather is very cold, cover it over with a Blanket & let it work in the Cooler 24 hours. Then put it
into the Cask—leave the Bung open till it is almost done working—Bottle it that day Week it was
Brewed.Even if we render bran as “malt,” this looks like a bathtub version of beer—boozily fueled
by lots of molasses. No wonder they liked the imported stuff better.Fortunately, markets abhor a
vacuum. The massive sales figures belied a growing discontent among a committed niche of



beer drinkers. Over the course of the 1970s, a rebellion started to take shape. It included those
who had traveled to Europe and tasted amazing, exotic beers and wished they were more
available in the U.S. Many took up homebrewing. A few others wondered about trying to bring
the tasty European beers back to the U.S. and sell them there. And a few especially romantic
people tried to figure out how to start commercial breweries to make decent beers themselves.In
time, interest reached critical mass—enough to create an alternative market to the canned
industrial product most Americans had come to know as beer. Homebrewers got organized and
lobbied to have their hobby legalized. Fans of imported beer set up the first specialty importers
or founded British-style pubs to stock those beers. Then, from 1976 to ’78, three key events
helped the disparate pieces coalesce: Jack McAuliffe founded America’s first startup micro-
brewery, New Albion; Michael Jackson published his groundbreaking World Guide to Beer; and
Jimmy Carter signed a law that legalized homebrewing. It was a tipping point that led to the first
wave of new brewery openings since Prohibition.It is difficult to imagine the situation those first
craft brewers confronted. These days, if you want to start a brewery, the blueprint is easy enough
to follow. Breweries are a relatively safe investment, and banks are willing to lend money. Metal
fabricators make beautiful new equipment to brewery specs—and the growth in craft brewing
means it’s always possible to find a used system discarded by an expanding brewery. Educated,
experienced brewers enter the market every year. Malt and hop companies work closely with
craft breweries and will offer stock in tiny quantities. Most important, the market is substantial
and growing, always thirsty for new beers. Small breweries are good business.That was
decidedly not the case in 1976. Craft breweries were tiny cogs trying to fit into the gears of a
gigantic brewing industry. Banks wouldn’t loan them money and manufacturers didn’t make
small-scale equipment. Malt companies dealt in volumes equal to train cars, not grain sacks.
Distributors weren’t prepared to mess with the odd keg or case of beer. Early brewers had to
cobble together brewhouses out of scavenged equipment, borrow money from family members,
and beg distributors to take them on. Very often, they had to appeal to state legislatures to
change laws so they could even operate in the first place.It took a long time for “micro-brewing”
to become a viable business model. The mortality rate for those first breweries was high. It had
literally been generations since Americans had seen anything other than light lagers, so the craft
brewers had to try to educate consumers as well as sell to them. By the mid-1990s, though,
things finally started to change. Ales no longer seemed so alien to Americans, and millions were
developing a taste for strong, flavorful beers. Craft brewing started growing, and has since
posted annual growth every year for the past decade—even during the terrible economic
downturn of 2008 to 2010. ■CRAFT BREWING RENAISSANCETHE TRENDS THAT led to a
monoculture of style and a bland, lowest-common-denominator product were not unique to beer.
Cuisine suffered as we learned to buy vegetables in cans and meats in the freezer aisle. There
was a whiz-bang element to industrialization that wowed us, and the convenience was nice, too.
They are no substitute for taste, though, and eventually, there was a countertrend in brewing.It
started in the United States and Britain, two of the countries most ravaged by consolidation. By



the mid-1980s, both countries had doubled their brewery counts as a small army of new brewers
entered the market to counter the blandification of beer with stronger, more characterful “craft
beer.” The phenomenon spread to other brewing countries that were reaching their brewery
diversity nadir in the 1990s. Those that fell the farthest rebounded the most impressively—
Scandinavia and France boomed, and Italy, never known for its beer, has blossomed as a world
leader in craft brewing. Established countries like Germany and Belgium have grown more
slowly, but they have their own craft brewing movements. Canada, Spain, Brazil, New Zealand,
and Japan are all getting in on the act. Added together, the number of breweries now has at
least trebled from its lowest point.Industrial-scale brewing is with us forever. Yet after just a few
decades, some of those formerly small craft breweries have gotten quite big. The exciting
prospect looking forward is that industrial beer may not always taste industrial. Large American
breweries have been experimenting with “faux craft” beer for decades, and the Blue Moon and
Shock Top lines are now among the biggest sellers in the craft segment. While this worries some
discerning drinkers, they’re still a massive step up from Bud Light, the nation’s bestselling beer.
This appears to be true across the globe, and some countries, like England, are hoping for an
ale renaissance.The market is not good at protecting monoculture. People like variety, and the
long period of dominance by a single style was an aberration in beer’s 10,000-year history. Tasty,
complex beer will be around as long as there are people willing to buy it—and there are a
surprising number of them. While it’s true that craft beer makes up only a small segment of the
total market, that doesn’t correlate to a small number of drinkers. In 2010, a market research
company surveyed consumers and found that 59 percent of American beer drinkers drink craft-
brewed beer at least occasionally. More important, half of those surveyed said they would drink
even more craft beer if they knew more about it. As the market grows and expands, they will.As a
coda to beer’s history, let us finish where we started: evolution. Beer is never a settled matter,
and beer styles never live forever. As craft brewing has revived interest in taste and variety, we’re
seeing preferences diverge country to country. Americans have developed a love affair with
hops, so that nearly any style can be reinterpreted as an IPA, including, strangely, “black IPA.” (Is
there any other way to explain a black pale ale?) Britons, meanwhile, are still mad for a pint of
session ale, though now that means more than just bitter. Germans are not about to forsake their
accomplished lagers, but they are changing them. Italians have engineered hybrid beers meant
to be drunk with good food, while France leans toward elegant, refined ales (at the same time
keeping their eyes on the dinner table). And of course, they’re all influencing each other.
Belgians are making hoppy beers, and Americans are making Belgian ales. The French are
making cask ale, and the British are discovering craft lager. These trends get fed back into the
cultural mill, shifting and mutating until they’ve created something yet again different and new.
We can’t know what beer will taste like in fifty years except to say this: It won’t taste like it does
now. ■The Effect of Laws on Brewing. It would be difficult to say what affected the development
of beer styles most, but local laws are surely in the conversation. The very first taxes involved the
practice of government agents selling gruit, effectively a tax on ingredients—and this was a



common category of law. The “German purity law” (Reinheitsgebot) is another, and the most
famous. It was actually a Bavarian law—an important distinction because in the north, brewers
made strange beers with spices, honey, and wheat. Indeed, it only applied to barley beers in
Bavaria (the famous weizens were brewed under ducal exemption), and was also more a tax
than a food-safety regulation.Taxes have always been the main way government interacted with
breweries, and how they levied their fees has had profound effects on what kinds of beer got
made. In Britain, beer is taxed based on its alcohol content, resulting in various beers having
appreciably different prices at the pub. It is little surprise that low-alcohol beers have long been
favorites of both drinkers and brewers there. In Belgium, brewers were taxed on the size of their
mash tuns—a bizarre system that resulted in small mash tuns no matter how much beer a
brewery made. To get a lot of beer out a tiny tun requires ingenuity and elbow grease, and the
old methods are still evident in the way lambics are made.The absence of laws in an area was
no less an influence on beers than their presence—especially when brewers were competing
with their neighbors who had to adhere to more stringent regulations. Take the case of the small
town of Hoegaarden, in Belgium. It fell outside the jurisdiction (or notice) of the taxmen of Liège,
and as a consequence became a huge brewing center, exporting tens of thousands of barrels of
tax-free beer in the sixteenth century.How Beer is MadeIf there’s any lesson at all in the
manufacture of gruel-beer, it’s that beer must be easy to make. It is. Of course, as the long
history of beer demonstrates, making good beer is a different matter entirely. Nevertheless, the
process hasn’t changed a great deal since it began. Modern commercial malting and brewing
employs a lot of technology to ensure consistency and precision in the process, but brewers still
go through the same basic steps. A medieval brewer visiting a twenty-first-century brewery might
be confused by the computers and electronics, but the tuns, kettles, and vats would all be
instantly recognizable.Making beer always starts with the grain and hops and other adjuncts. A
recipe may be made with as few as four ingredients or as many as a dozen or more. Employing
these building blocks involves the same basic method whether the brewer is using a five-gallon
home setup or working in thousand-barrel batches. Depending on the style, the beer will be
handled differently, but in the end it’s all just variations on a theme. Even with the use of
computers and sophisticated mechanics, brewing beer remains an elegantly straightforward
process. ■THE CRITICAL FOURNO MATTER HOW complex the recipe, beer is made up of
four basic elements: a solution (water), a source of sugars (grain, either alone or with fruit or raw
sugar), and spice (usually, but not always, hops). Yeast, the fourth, is the agent of fermentation.In
a nutshell, here’s how everything works together: Malted grains are steeped in water to make
them edible to the yeast that will be added later. This creates a sweet tea known as
“wort” (rhymes with shirt) that’s rich in simple sugars. Yeast would happily dive into the wort and
make beer, but the result would be as sticky and sweet as honey. So brewers bring the wort to a
boil and add spices to offset the sweetness of the malt. (Beer drinkers of the Dark Ages enjoyed
good health not because beer was inherently wholesome—though that goes without saying—
but because the process of boiling it killed all the deadly bacteria often found in the water.)



Finally, brewers cool the beer down and add yeast, which does the rest, turning sugars into
alcohol, and wort into beer. In most modern beers, the recipe employs barley, hops, water, and
yeast; a sizable minority use other malts, sugars, fruits, and spices in addition to these basic
ingredients. ■HOW SWEET IT ISSUGARS FERMENT EASILY. They are predisposed to
fermentation, and yeasts crowd around, waiting for the opportunity to strike. The process is so
natural that ripe fruit will ferment while still hanging on the tree. Monkeys know this, and look for
“alcohol plumes” that alert them to boozy fruit. The result, even in its still-on-the-vine form, is
considered a wine—though humans have refined the process considerably. When grains
provide the fermentable sugars, we call the resulting beverage a beer.Grain is, beyond a source
of sugar, the body of a beer, offering the flavor and aroma that characterize its nature. Beer has
been called “liquid bread,” and anyone who has swirled it around her mouth knows exactly why.
A beer may start with a whiff of wheat or barley and continue along with the homey, familiar
flavors of cracker, biscuit, or cookie. Sometimes more exotic grains round out the flavor—the
spice of rye, the creaminess of oats. Without grain, you don’t have a recognizable beer.Sacks of
grain patiently await the start of the brewing process.Malt is the principal source of fermentable
sugars in beer. It’s a little different from grain, though the words are often used interchangeably.
Unlike fruit, raw grains won’t ferment well—their sugars, which start out as carbohydrates and
proteins, are too rough and indigestible for yeast to eat. The grain must be malted first, a
process of awakening the seeds so they begin to sprout. This creates chemical changes in the
grain that convert the carbohydrates into simple sugars that make a tasty meal for yeast.Beyond
the flavors and aromas grains contribute, they offer these other essential elements.Two-Row
Versus Six-Row. Barley comes in many varieties, but the two most common categories are two-
row and six-row. Both are used in brewing. The number refers to the way the kernels cluster
around the center stalk (not, as some people assume, how the grain is planted in the field). In
two-row, the kernels grow on either side of the stalk; in six-row, they circle it like petals on a
flower.Two-row barley is generally favored for base malts because the kernels are plumper—the
way they grow on the stalk gives them more room to spread out—and offer the greatest amount
of carbohydrates for yeasts to work with during fermentation.Because of its higher protein
content, six-row barley browns more easily. This makes specialty malts taste slightly different
when made with six-row barley—a flavor preferred by some breweries. Six-row is also used in
darkly malted roasts where carbohydrate yield is irrelevant and where flavors and colors are the
same for both types of barley.■ Fermentable sugars. The sugars and carbohydrates that yeasts
consider edible start out locked up inside the seed of the grain, stored there until they’re called
on to nurture the shoots of a new plant. Grain needs to be malted first—a process that converts
proteins and carbohydrates into fermentable sugar.■ Color. In preparation for brewing, malt is
kilned and roasted. Unmalted grains may also be roasted. This imparts a color, ranging from
straw to jet, and that color is in turn imparted to the beer.■ Body and mouthfeel. Beer is thicker
than water—sometimes much more so. This is known as “body,” and it comes from unfermented
proteins and caramelized sugars that the yeast couldn’t convert to alcohol. The caramelized



sugars, dextrines, are often intentionally left in—some malts are rich in them—and they increase
a beer’s viscosity.■ Protein. In addition to adding body and mouthfeel, protein interacts with the
natural carbonation in beer and is responsible for the head. Other alcoholic beverages—cider
and Champagne, for example—also bubble up when they’re poured, but lacking protein, they
can’t maintain the glamorous head that tops a fresh pint of beer.A mash tun at Brewery
Dubuisson in Pipaix, BelgiumKilning (drying) and roasting are the final stages, and they play an
important role in the flavor and aroma of a finished beer. Much as coffee can be roasted lightly or
to an oily, midnight black to create different kinds of flavors, so malt can be roasted to different
levels. As with coffee, roasting affects the flavor—but to an even greater degree. Some light
roasts produce a warm toastiness, others a sweeter hint of dark fruit, and some a French roast–
like bitterness. Some malts, known as “base malts,” are kilned at relatively low temperatures and
emerge a very pale color. Specialty malts are dried for longer periods of time and then roasted.
When a brewer assembles a recipe, he uses a selection of malts in the “grain bill” that will
provide color, aroma, and flavor specific to style.THE GRAIN BILLDesigning a grain bill for a
beer is like creating the recipe for a cake. Whether you’re making a white cake or a chocolate
cake, the main ingredient is flour. In a grain bill, base malts are the main ingredient. These pale
malts are the foundation of any beer; they’re loaded with simple sugars and enzymes that will
convert easily to alcohol. Even in the darkest beers, the majority of malt will be base malt—just
like flour forms the basis of even the darkest chocolate cake.Another important category are the
crystal or caramel malts. This class of malts is created by roasting still-moist grain before kiln-
drying it. During the process, sugars caramelize. The resulting malt is brittle and crumbly; the
sugars, which form longer chains during caramelization, can’t be consumed by yeast and so are
used to enhance body. True to its name, caramel malt contributes a pronounced toffee flavor; in
larger amounts, it produces dark fruit notes; and in unbalanced proportions, it will lend the beer
unwanted tannins. Once crystallized, these malts are roasted and may be quite light for use in
pale ales, or very dark for use in darker ales.Next are the dark malts used in schwarzbiers,
stouts, and porters, and specialty malts that accent different styles. Dark malts add color, but
their effect on flavor varies. Some add roastiness, some sweetness, others coffee-like bitterness.
Specialty malts contribute accent notes that fill out the flavor of a beer—a touch of honey, toast,
or smoke.Finally, malts from grains other than barley are occasionally used to give a beer
different character. Wheat can be used as a base malt and adds a soft, bready flavor as in
weizens and witbiers. Rye is a versatile grain that can add an earthy spiciness to darker beers or
a spritzy, minty freshness to light beers. Unmalted roasted barley, used primarily in stouts,
contributes less of the coffee-like sharpness of black malt; instead, the character is more rootlike
and sour. Oats add body and mouthfeel, while corn and rice, used mainly in industrial lagers,
lighten the body of a beer without adding much flavor.THE MALTS AND THEIR
CHARACTERPILSNERThe lightest malt available. Imparts a slight flavor—sweet and gently
grain-y. Despite the name, pilsner malt can be used in any style of beer.PALEKilned slightly
darker than pilsner, pale malt gives the beer a more bready flavor; typically used in



ales.VIENNASlightly darker than pale malt; used to produce light amber beers like bock and
Oktoberfest.MUNICHRoughly twice as dark as Vienna, with an amber hue that heads toward
red. It is prized for its rich, caramel flavor with hints of toast and nuts.CARAMEL/CRYSTALThis
category of malts includes examples that are quite light (for use in pale ales), medium, or almost
brown (for use in darker ales).CHOCOLATEUsed in porters and stouts; when combined with
lighter, sweeter malts, its gentle bitterness can indeed closely resemble cacao.BLACK
MALTAkin to espresso: intense bitter flavor, sometimes even charred. Adds depth and
complexity to a beer as well as balancing sweeter malts in high-gravity recipes.ROASTED
BARLEYUsed primarily in stouts, it provides the deep, roasted flavor that characterizes Irish
stouts like Guinness.WHEATIn some styles, the protein in wheat stays in suspension and clouds
a beer, and works with certain yeasts to produce banana and clove flavors.RYERye thrives in
poor soil, so its use in both bread and beer has been concentrated in colder, harsher regions.
Finns and Russians used it to make their traditional beers, sahti and kvass.OATSOats are used
to enhance a beer’s texture, creating a silky, creamy quality that works well in both stouts and
pale ales.OTHER SUGARSSugar in your beer? In Belgium and England, brewers regularly and
proudly use it—many styles can’t be made without added sugar. But in Germany, using sugar is
absolutely verboten; this appears to be an almost moral issue with brewers there. Americans
also hold a mild prejudice, associating the use of sugar with industrial lager production. Yet as
people become more aware of the full range of beer styles, old biases are starting to die out.
(Well, not in Germany.)Sugar performs two roles in beer: It boosts alcohol, and adds flavor.
Unlike malt, which never fully ferments out, sugar converts almost entirely to alcohol. This is
useful for brewers who want to increase alcohol without adding body. Brewers use sugar to
make tripels, for example, which rise to 8 to 9% alcohol but remain light-bodied. Compare these
to all-malt barley wines of roughly the same strength; these beers are so dense and viscous their
mouthfeel is as rich as a mocha’s.Brewers commonly use refined sugar (sucrose) to boost
alcohol strength. In Belgium, brewers once used “candi” sugar, a form of sucrose crystallized
into lumps like hard candy. Now almost all use sugar syrup, another form of sucrose. When
Belgians use dark candy sugar, this is a caramelized form of sucrose that adds both color and a
bit of caramel flavor. Caramel sugar is also a traditional ingredient in British ales, notably mild
ales, used for the same reason. The British also use invert sugar, a variant of sucrose, wherein
the constituent parts of glucose and fructose have been chemically split in two. Some breweries
believe invert sugar is easier for yeast to ferment than straight sucrose.Finally, brewers
occasionally use less-refined sugars to add flavor as well as alcohol to their beer. Molasses,
maple syrup, brown sugar, and honey all provide fermentables for yeast to munch on, but each
also leaves traces of its distinctive flavor after fermentation. ■A DASH OF SPICEMAN CANNOT
LIVE by bread alone, and neither can beer be made solely with malt. The very sugars that make
grain the body of beer also make it overly sweet; a beer is not complete without spices to
balance the malt, to scent it and bring it alive. Hops now perform this role in most beers, but it
wasn’t always so. Their regular use in beer is less than a millennium old; before that, brewers



used a dazzling variety of other spices—as always, based on what was available
locally.Archaeologists have been most useful in documenting old recipes. By scraping residue
from the inside of pots, they have been able to identify the grains and spices brewers used in the
earliest beers. From these reports, we know that the Egyptians used coriander, the Chinese
chrysanthemums, Scots favored heather and meadowsweet (a perennial herb in the rose
family), and throughout Scandinavia brewers spiced their beer with juniper and sweet gale. It’s
safe to say that nearly every herb and root used in cooking has at one time or another been
thrown into a brew kettle.Spiced ales continued well after brewers began using hops, and this oft-
quoted recipe from John Houghton in 1683 attests to the diversity of spices brewers once added
to beer.To produce 42 gallons of mum start with seven bushels of wheat malt, one bushel of oat
malt, and one bushel of beans. Once fermentation begins thirteen flavorings are added,
including three pounds of the inner rind of a fir tree; one pound each of fir and birch tree tips;
three handfuls of ‘Carduus Benedictus,’ or blessed thistle; two handfuls of ‘flowers of the Rosa
Solis’ or sundew; the insect eating bogplant, which has a bitter, caustic taste; elderflower;
betony; wild thyme; cardamom; and pennyroyal.Eventually, of course, hops were discovered.
Much of the credit for hops goes to the Roman naturalist Pliny the Elder, said to have first named
them—though this account is disputed. In any case, the first documented use of hops as a beer
ingredient didn’t come until 822, when an abbot in Northern France mentioned them in a manual
of abbey rules. It took hundreds of years for hops to catch on—they tasted weird and were hard
to use—but ultimately, recognition of their antibacterial properties led to their adoption. Other
spices may have tasted good, but they couldn’t match the preservative quality of Humulus
lupulus.HOPSIn common language, hops are the cones that form on female hop vines.
(Technically, they’re actually strobiles, not cones, which is their informal name, and bines, not
vines—bines climb by encircling a vertical object, while vines send out tendrils to latch on.) They
are remarkably energetic herbaceous perennials that can grow a foot a day and cover entire
trees in the wild—but only in certain conditions. Hops require at least fifteen hours of daylight
and therefore can only be grown between 35 and 55 degrees latitude. They do better in drier
climates, but require a lot of water; hops are also subject to a number of diseases and
infestations. As a consequence, commercial production is isolated in just a few regions—over 85
percent of the world’s output is grown in Germany, the U.S., China, and the Czech Republic. In
the United States, nearly all commercial hops are grown in the Northwest. The newest region to
excite beer fans is the southern hop band in Australia and especially New Zealand.European
Skunks. Many people are familiar with the “skunky” aroma of many European beers—sometimes
thinking this is the house character of those beers. It’s not. Beer takes on a skunky flavor when
exposed to light, a chemical reaction resulting from the decomposition of certain chemical
compounds in the hop’s isohumulones. The offending compounds are so strong humans can
detect them in parts per billion. When it happens, a beer is said to be “lightstruck.”The main
culprits are the green bottles many European breweries use, which are more light permeable. It
is possible to purchase a hop distillate immune to becoming lightstruck—that’s what American



breweries use for their clear-bottle-packaged lagers—but the distillate lacks the character of
fresh hops. For beer protection, brown bottles are better, and cans and kegs better still.THE
ANATOMY OF A HOPIn beer, hops are no ordinary spice. Through the alchemy of the brewing
process, their acids are transmuted to what humans perceive as bitterness. Beyond bitterness,
brewers can harness them to produce flavors of mango in one beer or black pepper in another;
hops can scent a beer with the freshness of pine or the softness of jasmine. It is no wonder that
they have replaced other spices, nor that they have beguiled so many beer drinkers; their
character is so mutable that just by changing a single hop in a recipe—or by changing the
moment the same hops are added to the boil—a beer’s nature can be transformed.HOP
ELEMENTSSo what’s in a hop that allows it to express such personality? The hop cone looks a
bit like a papery, green pinecone, but under each petal are not seeds but globules of yellow resin
called lupulin. The resin is where important acids and essential oils are located—those elements
responsible for all the flavors and aromas hops contribute. The central function of the hop,
bittering, comes from a group of five acids collectively called alpha acids or humulones. In their
native form, alpha acids are insoluble. In order to unlock their bittering potential, they have to go
through a chemical change.Core samples taken from the center of hop balesBrewers at Fuller’s
select hops for the coming year.“Noble” Hops. Among the best-regarded hops are four that claim
regal heritage: German Mittelfrüh from the Hallertau region; Spalt Spalter south of Nuremburg;
Tettnanger, which take their name from the region around Tettnang; and Saaz or Žatec from
Bohemia. Collectively, they came to be known as “noble” hops for that most ignoble of reasons:
because that’s what the salesmen started calling them in the 1980s.They are widely considered
outstanding hops, however, and their gentle, balanced qualities were thought to account for this.
Other hops with similar qualities tried to join the club (Fuggle and East Kent Golding) with more
or less success; partisans of the original nobles were reluctant to expand membership.But over
time, other excellent hybrids emerged that didn’t have the same configuration of acids and oils.
As time has gone on and research tells us more about hop chemistry, the “noble” designation
seems like a relic of an earlier age. In the democratic scrum of the modern hop market, the old
nobility hold on to their titles more out of ceremony than need. They are great hops, but now they
have lots of company.Hop Terroir. In winemaking, the concept of terroir is used to discuss the
natural environment that produces the grape—the soil and climate of the vineyard. Brewers have
less concern for terroir—they can make adjustments for water and grain variation, effectively
removing environmental variables from the calculation.Hops, on the other hand, seem very
sensitive to terroir. Several famous varieties are associated with their small regions of origin, and
in turn define certain styles or families of beers. Interestingly, when rhizomes of these very plants
are moved to other regions, the hops they produce don’t taste the same. Something about the
soil, the quality of sun, the summer temperature, and the length of days makes an American-
grown East Kent Golding taste different from one from East Kent. So for a truly authentic-tasting
pilsner, brewers can’t use locally grown Saaz; they must go to the source.Boiling them causes
this change (called isomerization), but it takes a long time. The longer the hops bob in boiling



wort, the more bitterness they’ll produce. Alpha acids are present in different levels in each hop
type, ranging from 1 to 20 percent, so each variety has a different maximum potential for
producing bitterness.Another class of bittering agents in hops are beta acids. Unlike alpha acids,
beta acids are immediately soluble in wort, but behave differently in finished beer. Isomerized
alpha acids slowly lose their bittering capacity, but beta acids oxidize with time, growing in
intensity and contributing a different quality of bitterness to aged beers.Hops also contain
essential oils, the compounds so important to the aroma and flavor of the beer. Of lupulin’s entire
makeup, just a tiny proportion—1 to 4 percent—is essential oils. Yet these oils exert a mighty
influence on the way a hop smells and tastes. Brewers will often hand-select their hops from
dealers, rubbing them together to burst the lupulin and expose the essential oils. What they
glean from the scent comes primarily from a mixture of four oils: myrcene, farnesene,
caryophyllene, and humulene, usually accounting for 80 to 90 percent of the total. These four are
also present in other botanicals, and it is tempting to make associations between those spices
and the aromas we find in hops. Myrcene is found in bay leaves, thyme, and ylang-ylang;
farnesene in gardenias; caryophyllene in cloves, rosemary, and black pepper; and humulene in
Cannabis sativa (that is, marijuana), to which hops are closely related.After drying, hops are
baled and stored at near-freezing temperatures to preserve their delicate oils and acids.“Dwarf”
or “hedgerow” hops only grow to eight feet, and can be harvested so the bines are left intact. The
result, some researchers believe, are hardier, healthier plants.Dr. David Gent of the USDA
stands in front of experimental fields of pesticide-free hops that employ varying techniques to
control pests and blight.But here comes the mystery. These oils are volatile, and they are easily
driven off. When hops are added early to the boil, very little of the oils survive. Even later
additions, from which their characteristic flavor and aroma are drawn, are just as lethal. These
oils remain only when a beer is dry-hopped, and yet their character is clearly present even when
they are added fairly early during the boil. The aroma that rises from the crushed hops in a
brewer’s hand is similar to the aroma that rises from a pint glass (sometimes: “rubbings” are not
an exact science)—even after those volatile oils have been subjected to boiling wort and active
yeasts. So how does the character survive when the oils do not? This is a mystery that scientists
have yet to decode. Hops contain more than 400 aroma compounds, and some of them survive
the boil and are unlocked during fermentation. There are even a few compounds that aren’t
released until they’re worked on by the enzymes in the mouth. It’s a very tricky matter, this hop
aroma and flavor business, and we have lots more to learn about how it works.HOP TYPES AND
USESLike any spice, hops contribute different qualities depending on variety and method of use.
The earlier hops are added in the brewing process, the more bitterness they contribute; the later
they are added, the more aroma. Somewhere in between they start adding interesting fruity-
tasting compounds and other flavor elements, a process that continues along through
fermentation. Because of their chemistry, hops are generally grouped by type: aroma or bittering.
Hops useful for bittering should produce a clean, sharp flavor without harshness. Aroma hops
provide distinctive scents full of floral, peppery, or citrus notes. Brewers tend to use high-alpha



hops to bitter a beer (because of the alpha acid content, it means they don’t have to use as
many pounds of hops), and lower-alpha hops for aroma, but this isn’t always true. Where hops
are concerned, “bittering” and “aroma” are general categories.Not all hops are used in whole
form. Because whole hops have a great deal of surface area, they are the least stable form and
most subject to degradation during storage. Many breweries use hop pel-lets instead; these are
made by crushing whole hops into a powder and molding them into beads the size and shape of
a pencil eraser. In most cases, pellets are more stable than whole hops, but some breweries
believe the process of crushing changes the way they are converted during the boil. (Despite the
ardor of their partisans, there’s no evidence either form is superior.) Pellets and whole hops are
used interchangeably in the brewing process, and many brewers use both depending on the
situation. Among nonindustrial breweries, only a small minority use hop extract, a product that
contributes a somewhat different quality; even more rare are hop oils, used to enhance aroma.A
recent list of hop types included more than 100 varieties from around the world, including
several rare and new ones. Yet it surely understates the total, which expands by the year.
Learning to recognize hop types isn’t critical in beer appreciation, but it can help one isolate
examples to pursue or avoid. The Appendix contains a list of major hop varieties with
descriptions of their flavor and aroma.FRESH HOPSImmediately after harvest, hops are quickly
dried before packaging. Drying and cooling stabilizes the hop components, but it also changes
them. Because dried hops are the standard, all the information breweries use when creating
recipes—oil amounts, acid levels—has been based on dried hops. When we talk about brewing
hops, we’re talking about dried hops.About twenty years ago, English and American breweries
began experimenting with hops fresh from the bine. In order to capture the most evanescent
volatile elements, brewers collect hops from the fields and race them back to waiting kettles. The
length of time between picking and brewing is never more than a few hours. The products of this
process are known as “fresh-hop” or “wet-hop” beers, and they smell and taste quite a bit
different from their regular hop cousins. The Pacific Northwest, where most of the nation’s
commercial hop fields are located, has a decided advantage in making these beers. Many are
produced for draft sales, but a few, like Deschutes Hop Trip and Rogue Wet Hop Ale, are sent
farther afield in bottles.A pantry’s worth of spices—like this sampling from Brewery Ommegang—
can be used in brewing.Wet hops are unpredictable. They don’t uniformly produce fresher, more
vibrant versions of their dried selves. Some do, but the acids and oils exhibit their character
capriciously. In others, the hop produces different flavors from those expected, and in some
unfortunate examples, they result in very unpleasant flavors. (I’ve tried fresh-hopped Hallertauers
—that famous “noble” hop—that tasted like sour beef. Sauerbraten is lovely with a nice amber
lager; it is less so in an amber lager.)So far, researchers haven’t looked into how wet and dry
hops affect beer differently. In research on other herbs like oregano and peppermint, scientists
have found sharply differing levels of oils and acids. Interestingly, the differences weren’t
consistent across herbs, so it’s not clear whether hops all behave the same way, either. Perhaps
this is why some varieties lend themselves to wet hopping while others do not.OTHER



SPICESHops are not likely to be displaced anytime soon as the spice of choice in beer, but they
weren’t always the only option. Before hops came into widespread usage, brewers used local
ingredients like juniper berries, heather, sweet gale, or yarrow. A few traditional beers are still
made in the old way (Finland’s Lammin Sahti with juniper is a good example). Revivals like
Williams Brothers Fraoch Heather Ale from Scotland, Jopen Koyt [Gruit] beer from the
Netherlands (a mixture of herbs), and France’s Lancelot Bonnet Rouge, with elderberries, are
some examples. American craft breweries have concocted New World unhopped ales with other
spices, as well.Far more common is the use of spice to enhance hopped beer. While the rest of
the world catches up, Belgium’s breweries continue to use spices even after they adopted hops
hundreds of years ago. It is so common that Belgian breweries often don’t mention it (did you
know that Rochefort adds a dash of coriander?), leaving drinkers to wonder if that black pepper
note comes from the spice or is a product of fermentation. Belgians regularly add orange peel,
hibiscus, dandelion, paradise seeds, ginger, and cumin—to name just a few.British brewers
once had nearly the same affinity for adjuncts, putting everything from licorice and rosehips to
oysters and spruce tips into their beer. The practice was very common until two or three hundred
years ago when laws changed to regularize brewing ingredients, and trailed off substantially
after the world wars.How Much Is Enough? The average brewery takes eight gallons of water to
produce a single gallon of beer. For larger breweries, this can mean running through millions of
gallons of water a year. Efficiencies can cut water use in half, but tuns, kettles, and tanks will
always need to be cleaned out. As the planet warms, water availability—more than water quality
—may one day dictate where breweries can be located. Craft breweries are on the leading edge
of water and energy conservation, and some have cut that ratio down as far as 2:1.With the rise
of craft brewing, new breweries have taken up old practices, and now spiced ales are common.
Many of the old spices have been rediscovered, including vanilla, elderberries, cinnamon,
lavender, star anise, chamomile, sarsaparilla, cardamom, sweet gale, ginger, mugwort, and
yarrow. Beyond tradition, modern breweries have experimented widely, adding things like tea,
coffee, chocolate, chile peppers, and even exotica like cactus, persimmon, and palm nut. One of
the more memorable beers I’ve tried came about when a brewer, inspired by a branch from an
evergreen in his backyard, decided to cut it off, needles and all. He threw it into a porter, to
surprisingly successful effect. If a brewer has been enchanted by an ingredient, he’s probably
tried to brew with it. ■WATER’S THE SOLUTIONIN TWENTY-FIRST–CENTURY BREWING, the
quality and composition of water is of little concern to breweries; they can easily adjust its pH
and compensate for the presence of unwanted minerals. Water is now effectively just a blank
canvas for the colorful play of malt and hops.This wasn’t always the case. Until they mastered
chemistry in the twentieth century, brewers were at the mercy of their local water source. It was a
definitive ingredient, and the most fixed. While hops and barley could travel a few miles, water
was difficult to transport, so breweries were sited to take advantage of rivers, springs, or deep
wells. Brewing consumes huge amounts of water, so the source had to be bountiful and reliable.
But because it was fixed and immutable, local water exerted an unseen force on the beers made



with it. Some water had lots of minerals, others had very little—and these conditions dictated
that certain styles would be more successful than others. Stouts may have been a good fit for the
chill, dreary rain of Dublin, but it was the water, not the weather, that made the style successful.
Likewise, the pilsners of Pilsen, the pale ales of Burton, and the amber lagers of
Vienna.Discovering Yeast. For centuries, brewers regarded fermentation with wonder, attributing
it variously to God or magic. The roiling tuns seemed to be enchanted—or perhaps imbued with
the Holy Spirit. (Brewing has long been a monastic pursuit.) Amazingly, yeast wasn’t actually
identified until the 1800s. Before then, brewers had only the general sense that the dregs from
the last batch, when dumped into a freshly brewed wort, made the resulting beer less harsh and
vinegary. Brewers domesticated yeast without ever knowing exactly what it was.It was Louis
Pasteur who finally identified yeasts as living organisms in 1857, but yeast science really didn’t
get rolling until nearly the dawn of the twentieth century. For example, it was only in 1903 that
Carlsberg Laboratory discovered that what made English beers funky at the time was the
presence of a wild yeast strain, Brettanomyces. (Interestingly, it’s now absent from English
beers, and associated with Belgian ones instead.) This was surprisingly late in the game—by
this time, breweries were already refrigerating and shipping their beer on rail lines.The reason is
chemistry—and this also explains why water is now relatively unimportant in the brewing
process. When a beer is in the mashing phase, the pH of the beer will dictate what elements are
drawn from the malt. Dublin has a lot of bicarbonate in its water, making it hard and alkaline. This
draws the tannins from the grain husks. When Irish breweries used a mash made solely of pale
malts, the hard water produced a harsh beer. The addition of acidic roasted malts, however,
balanced the mash, bringing it into more appropriate pH. Voilà!—fantastic Dublin stout.On the
opposite end of the spectrum, Pilsen, Czech Republic, has soft water with almost no dissolved
minerals—and less than 1 percent the bicarbonate of Dublin. This water is especially suited to
pale malts, needing none of the acidic dark malts to produce an appropriate pH. And so from
this water, Czech brewers were able to brew the pale lagers that took the town’s name. ■YEAST,
SECRET AGENT MENTHE WORD “YEAST” comes from the Old English gist, which means
“boil.” To see a day-old vat of beer is to understand why: The wort turns milky and sends up a
mighty cloud of froth that heaves and bubbles like a witch’s cauldron. It sends off waves of
carbon dioxide. Even the temperature rises—if left on their own, the trillions of active yeast cells
would boost the temperature of the beer by ten to twenty degrees Fahrenheit. Boil indeed.Yet
yeast is a modest being—a ubiquitous single-celled fungus that floats through the air, coats
surfaces of fruit, and lives on certain other organisms, notably insects. (There’s even a variety
that lives between human toes.) Yeasts have been enormously valuable to people, too, who’ve
harnessed them to make bread, wine, and beer. All three of these products are made with the
same broad category of yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae.YEAST IN ACTIONBy the end of the
boiling process, lots of chemistry has already taken place in the wort. Malt starches have been
converted to sugars, hop acids and oils have been put into solution and isomerized. It’s during
fermentation that the yeast cells perform the final acts of chemistry, turning sugars to alcohol,



and it is here that beer is finally made.Fermentation is fairly simple: Yeasts begin by consuming
all the available oxygen suspended in the wort. If there is more oxygen than yeast (and in wort,
there always is), the cells reproduce by budding, sending their children off to collect the
remaining available oxygen. Once all the oxygen is gone, yeasts begin the chemical conversion
that makes beer. They take in sugars, starting with the most digestible kind first, and work their
way along until they’ve consumed everything they can. The gobbled sugars go through the yeast
cells and are excreted as alcohol and carbon dioxide. Within a day of the introduction of yeast,
the beer will begin its transformation into bubbling cauldron, a process that peters out after a few
days, as yeasts conclude their gorging frenzy and begin settling to the bottom of the tank, sated
and still.It’s a mistake, however, to think that yeast’s sole contribution to beer is alcohol
production. Yeast cells are essentially miniature chemical plants, and in addition to alcohol and
carbon dioxide, they produce other compounds like esters and phenols. For the brewer, these
other byproducts are nearly as important, for they make a profound contribution to the final
character of the beer. Yeast can create flavors that mimic other ingredients like fruit and spice,
they can make a beer taste drier, sweeter, or more alcoholic—all by the way they metabolize the
malt.Following are the four major categories of by-products that yeast may produce.“Double,
double, toil and trouble”—yeast in action“Marmite: Love It or Hate It.” In the early 1900s, a
German scientist determined that spent brewing yeast was edible—and nutritious. An English
company decided to monetize this information and Marmite was born. Spread on toast for more
than 100 years, it remains a cherished product—albeit not by everyone. In the U.S., craft
breweries feed their spent yeast to cows.■ Esters. These compounds create the fruity aromas
and flavors that characterize ales. Ester formation varies from strain to strain, so the effect on
beers varies. Commonly, esters express themselves as apple, berry, pear, or banana, but may
also be spicy.■ Phenols. These compounds produce smoky aromas and flavors that may taste
like cloves or plastic, or contribute an almost medicinal quality. Traditional German weizens and
some Belgian beers have overtly phenolic qualities.■ Diacetyl. All yeast produces diacetyl, a
substance with a flavor so like butter that it is used to flavor candy and theater popcorn. Yeast
eventually reabsorbs diacetyl, but sometimes breweries package their beer before the process
is complete.■ Fusel alcohols. In addition to ethyl alcohol, yeast can produce heavier alcohols
that add sharp, hot notes. More common in stronger beers, they add complexity and warming
sensations.In addition to creating these flavor and aroma compounds, different yeasts
metabolize sugars differently, too. Some are very efficient, consuming lots of sugars and drying
a beer out. Some are less efficient and leave sugars floating in the beer, making it sweeter. And
some are just weird; the yeast used by Moortgat to make Duvel, for example, generates an
amazing amount of carbon dioxide, giving the beer dense, fluffy clouds of foam when it’s poured
from a bottle.Conditions also exert a powerful effect on yeast. Some strains work best in
temperatures just above freezing, while others like warmth. Even things that seem like they
couldn’t possibly affect yeast, do: In squat, wide tanks, yeasts produce different compounds
than they do in taller, narrow ones. Breweries once regularly used open tanks to ferment their



beer, which allowed yeast floating by in the air to drop in. Most modern breweries abandoned
this as an anachronistic and unnecessarily dangerous method and prefer to keep their beer
safely behind a sheet of steel, where no wild yeasts can find it. But research has shown that the
numbers of phenols and esters produced in open fermenters, even using the same yeast, vary
substantially. Indeed, when Orval switched from open fermenters to tall, closed cylindroconical
fermenters, it took three years to re-create the Orval signature taste in the new tanks. Yeast is a
living organism, and beer is its natural environment. Like any other ecosystem, the conditions
affect yeast’s behavior, and their behavior in turn affects the beer.ALE AND LAGER YEASTSThe
most important condition in determining how a yeast will behave is temperature—and
temperature is what divides the two main categories of yeasts between ale and lager. Ale yeasts
prefer temperatures above 60°F, and many do best at room temperature or higher. Lager yeasts
thrive at cooler temperatures around 50°F or lower. Low temperatures inhibit the production of
chemical by-products, so lager yeasts create a much “cleaner” beer with little in the way of
esters, phenols, or diacetyl. Because ales are fermented warmer, they do produce these by-
products; the warmer the fermentation temperature, the more by-products they produce.The
differences in yeasts evolved only after centuries of domestication, as breweries repitched their
house yeast over and over again, creating “house character.” Eventually, the lines became
distinct from each other as they adapted to their native environment—in this case, a particular
brewhouse. (If a brewery borrows yeast from another and reuses that yeast, over time it will
behave differently than it did in the brewery of origin.)The technique of lagering dates back
possibly as far as the 1400s in Bavaria, to a time when people had only a rudimentary
understanding of yeast’s nature. Bavarian brewers had isolated a yeast that didn’t behave like
the regular strains; it fell to the bottom of the fermenter and worked best at cooler temperatures.
The same type of yeast didn’t work well in warmer climates, but Bavarian brewers were utilizing
deep, cool caves and cellars so they could use this yeast during the cold months. In the
nineteenth century, Louis Pasteur confirmed what those old Bavarians knew: Chill temperatures
inhibited wild yeasts that could spoil beer. Within a few decades, these qualities would be so
prized that the majority of breweries in continental Europe had switched to lager yeasts. With this
strain’s emergence, so evolved many of the famous beers that now define German and Czech
brewing.Hefeners. Sometimes you read that the old brewers didn’t know yeast existed. They
didn’t understand what it was, but they definitely knew it existed. Schlenkerla Brewery’s Matthias
Trum, who studied the history of brewing, explained how medieval Germans understood it:The
yeast is in fact not mentioned, that is correct. You have to put yourself in the mind of a medieval
brewer. In the Middle Ages, they had a profession called the “hefener,” so they knew exactly. [In
German, hefe means “yeast.”] The purity law lists ingredients, right? Yeast I put in the beer and I
get more out of it. I harvest the yeast at the end and I put it into the next batch. And that was
actually the job of the hefener …. The hefener’s job was to harvest the yeast from the batches, to
press out as much remaining beer as possible, which was sold at a low price to the poor, and
then the yeast was added to the next batch. You started with a smaller amount of yeast and then



you ended with a bigger amount of yeast.Gravity Measurements. Expressing a beer’s original
and terminal gravities requires a scale, and unfortunately, breweries have adopted different
versions. The Plato scale represents the measure as the amount of solids in suspension. On this
scale, if wort is measured at 15° Plato, it has 15 percent sugars in suspension. Another
compares the weight of water to wort. The scale assigns a value of 1 to water, so a wort of 1.050
specific gravity (sp. gr.) is 1.05 times as heavy as water. Low-gravity beer falls below 1.032 sp.
gr./8° Plato, and high-gravity beer begins around 1.060 sp. gr./15° Plato and goes above 1.110
sp. gr./26° Plato.Type of BeerOriginal GravityTerminal
GravityABVSpecificPlatoSpecificPlatoBerliner weisse1.0307.5°P1.0020.5°P3.9%Pale
ale1.05012.5°P1.0123°P5.0%Barley wine1.10625°P1.0205°P11.3%It is important to emphasize
something here. For decades, otherwise well-informed scientists believed that ale and lager
yeasts were taxonomically different; not only did they behave differently, but they were different
kinds of yeasts. Cats and dogs. However, in the past decade, mycologists working with
mitochondrial DNA have found that lager yeasts aren’t pure. The lines cross and merge, and it
appears that lager yeasts have ale as well as lager ancestors. The current thinking—and given
how fast discoveries are being made, it should be considered a provisional finding—is that there
are two separate hybrid lager yeasts, both with some ale parentage, but from different lines. It
turns out they’re more like different breeds of dogs.Read a book on brewing written more than
five years ago, and ale and lager yeasts will be described as genetically distinct. Now we know
they’re not, but this isn’t a major mistake—lager and ale yeasts really do behave differently and
belong in separate categories. Instead of distinguishing between yeasts based on type, though,
it’s more useful to distinguish them by function. They may not have a different genome, but ale
and lager strains behave differently, and the beers they make taste different, too.Wild Yeasts and
Bacteria. The tart category is a small niche in the spectrum of beer—just a few examples from
Germany and Belgium (and lately, the U.S.), with very little total barrelage to speak of. This is a
recent development, though; until breweries began to domesticate yeast, soured ales were the
norm. They were common in Britain into the twentieth century. A few traditional styles remain,
and most beer drinkers regard them as anachronisms. But for some connoisseurs, they remain
the pinnacle of the brewer’s art.Sourness may be tart and clean as in Berliner weisse, funky yet
dry and austere as in lambics, or vinegary as in Flemish reds. These different qualities come
principally from three major organisms—the wild yeast Brettanomyces and the bacteria
Lactobacillus and Pediococcus. Other minor organisms, like Acetobacter, Enterobacter, and
caproic acid also contribute to a sour or acid profile.In some soured beers, bacteria are
introduced and controlled, adding a tangy, sometimes sharp sourness. In some, like lambic, the
experiment is wholly uncontrolled, and all the wild yeasts and bacteria jump into the beer and
create a little ecosystem where they contribute different amounts and different types of souring
compounds and flavors. Below is a list of the principal agents.■ BRETTANOMYCES. This wild
yeast inspires the most awe and fear among brewers. It will eat anything, including dextrins and
sugars that other yeasts find unpalatable, achieving nearly 100 percent apparent attenuation—



far more than regular yeast. (Brewers joke that it will start eating the bottle if you leave it long
enough.) By contrast, standard ale and lager yeast strains attenuate at between 70 and 80
percent. Brettanomyces will produce both acetic and lactic acids, but the former only under
certain circumstances. This extreme attenuation will eventually make a beer taste almost dusty
in its dryness. There are many species of Brettanomyces and many strains within each. The
most common is Brettanomyces bruxellensis, which is particularly funky, often described as
having a “horse blanket” aroma.■ LACTOBACILLUS. Lactobacillus gives tart Flanders ales their
character, as it does some German ales like gose and Berliner weisse. As the name suggests,
this bacteria produces lactic acid; it is far more finicky than Brettanomyces. It prefers warm
temperatures, a low-oxygen environment, and low levels of hop acids. Brewers can control
Lactobacillus, allowing it to turn a beer very sour or just tweak it only slightly. Lactic-soured beers
are tart and refreshing—for those who appreciate this quality.■ PEDIOCOCCUS. Pediococcus
is the beastie that gives lambics their lactic tang, not Lactobacillus. This is mainly a function of
the life cycle of a lambic. Pediococcus ferments in beer with little or no oxygen; likewise, it gives
off no carbon dioxide. The Pediococcus gets active when the lambic warms up, creating long
slimy strands on top of the wort. You can drink the beer at this stage, but it’s oily and known as
the “sick” stage. But from that unappetizing sickness comes the lactic acid, and eventually, the
slime is reabsorbed as the Brettanomyces begins gobbling up everything that
remains.ATTENUATION AND GRAVITYTwo concepts related to the action of yeast are
attenuation and gravity. Attenuation represents the degree to which yeasts have consumed
fermentable sugars. Breweries measure this, based on a scale of gravity, by comparing the wort
and the finished beer to pure water. Using water as a baseline, brewers can measure how much
dissolved sugars are in solution. Sugars are more dense than water, but alcohol is less dense.
So when yeast begins converting sugars to alcohol, the gravity drops. By measuring the
difference between the readings taken before the yeast is added (the “original gravity”) and after
the yeast is done (the “final” or “terminal” gravity), breweries are able to calculate the alcohol
percentage.When they make these calculations, brewers also see the attenuation, or how
efficient the yeast was in consuming sugars. The lower the figure, the higher the attenuation, and
the drier the beer will taste. This doesn’t always correspond directly to a perception of
sweetness, because esters may make a dry beer taste sweeter—but it’s a useful guide to
understanding how dry a beer is. In brewing jargon, the terms for high-/low-alcohol beers are
often used synonymously with high-/low-gravity beers. Yet the two aren’t identical, because if a
yeast is poorly attenuated, a higher-gravity beer may not be as alcoholic as the original gravity
suggested. So while it’s useful to know the alcohol percentage of a beer, it’s even more useful if
you know both the alcohol percentage and the original gravity. ■THE BREWING PROCESSAT
A CONCEPTUAL LEVEL, brewing beer is easy to grasp: Malted grain is soaked in water to
extract fermentable sugars, boiled with hops, cooled, fermented with yeast, and packaged. More
detailed descriptions, particularly accounting for the procedures practiced differently in
Germany, Belgium, and the U.K., could fill volumes. Fortunately, unless one is interested in



actually brewing, a simple description is more than adequate to understand the nuts and bolts of
commercial brewing.MALTINGModern malthouses are wonders of technology where kernels of
grain are subjected to constant analysis to ensure that they maintain optimal moisture and
temperature levels and come out of the kiln plump and enzyme rich. They produce malt meeting
the rigid specifications that brewers require to produce consistent batches of beer. Yet for all
that, grain is still malted the same way it was thousands of years ago.Essentially, grains (the
seeds of the plant) are first steeped like tea in vats of water, a process that stimulates the
kernel’s embryo and begins the production of enzymes. Each grain needs to become sodden,
and will be soaked and drained and soaked again over the course of a couple days. The seed is
rousing itself to reproduce and begins important chemical changes, ultimately resulting in the
first nubbin of a shoot, known as a “chit” in the trade. Next, the wet chitted grain is left out to
germinate. This is the critical moment when those unfermentable proteins are broken down as
the seed shifts into its growth cycle, a process known as “modification.” The starches in each
kernel exist to sustain this process, and the plant would quickly exhaust them if left to grow.
Instead, after four or five days, the maltster dries the grain to stop germination and preserve the
starches.MILLINGBreweries store malted grain until they’re ready to brew a beer. The first step
is crushing (milling) the malt to prepare it for mashing. Much like grinding coffee, grain can be
milled coarse or fine. Finely ground malt will release more sugars into the wort, but if it’s ground
into powder, the grain will clump and the husks will be too fine to create an adequate bed for
running off. Brewery equipment dictates how fine the grist can be: Breweries with separate lauter
tuns can use a finer grind than those using their mash tun as a filter; if a brewery uses a mash
filter, the grind can be extremely fine.MASHINGThe mash process looks much like making
breakfast porridge, but it functions more like making a huge kettle of tea. Malt and water are
mixed together at temperatures designed to stimulate enzymes that will break down starches
and proteins; liberated from the grain, starches and sugars will be rinsed off to make the barley-
tea– like wort. There are essentially two ways to do this: either in a successive series of steps
where the temperature of the wort starts lower and is raised and held; or with a single infusion of
water (called “hot liquor”) at a temperature that averages out the advantages of the step
process.Homebrewing. Of all the ways to learn about beer, none recommends itself quite as well
as homebrewing. The process of formulating a recipe, observing the brewing process, and
tasting the results reveals levels of subtlety that are hard—though certainly not impossible—for
the nonbrewer to apprehend. But homebrewing is also tricky and laborious and, like mastering
the skills of car mechanics, not worth the trouble for many people—and far too detailed a
process to cover comprehensively in this book. Take heart: There are several excellent books
available (see the bibliography), and you can brew a one-gallon test batch in an afternoon and
for as little as fifty dollars. I suggest you try it at least once; the more you brew, the more you
understand what makes beer taste like it does.THE BREWING PROCESSModern breweries
use the first process, called “temperature-programmed mashing.” British and some American
breweries use the second, called “infusion mashing.” There’s a third, much older practice called



“decoction” that was a precursor to temperature-programmed mashing. Still regularly practiced
in the Czech Republic and in some breweries in Germany—particularly Bavaria—it’s a laborious
process of removing some of the wort from the mash tun, heating and returning it to raise the
temperature of the overall mash to the next step.LAUTERINGIn lautering, breweries remove their
barley tea from the sticky mash porridge. In older systems, breweries have to lauter from their
mash tuns, but modern systems avail themselves of a separate vessel known as a “lauter tun.” In
these systems, the entire contents of the mash tun are flushed to the lauter tun, a similar-looking
vessel that contains a series of rakes and blades. The contents of the mash are heated to
reduce viscosity, and the blades and rakes separate out the wort, which is collected underneath
a mesh bottom. While they chop and plow, an arm inside the tun sprinkles water over the grain
bed to continue to rinse the malt of sugar—the process known as “sparging.” Finally, the
accumulated wort goes to the kettle for boiling.BOILINGBoiling has several virtues, but the most
important is converting hop acids so they can become soluble in wort. The process takes a
while, so breweries boil the wort for sixty to ninety minutes on average (and never for less than
an hour). Hops also add flavor and aroma, but the compounds that contribute these qualities are
delicate. To infuse flavor, additional hops are added twenty to thirty minutes from the end of the
boil. Aroma compounds are especially fragile, so aroma hops are added in the last few
minutes.Beyond hop extraction, boiling sterilizes the wort, removes unwanted volatile
compounds, and precipitates out chunky protein molecules to clarify the beer. Most brew kettles
(“coppers” in Britain) are heated by steam jackets or heater tubes (“calandria”), but a few older
breweries still use direct-fired kettles. The hot spots created by open flames caramelize the wort,
adding a toffee flavor and darkening the beer.CHILLINGChilling beer quickly was an important
innovation that allowed breweries to pitch yeast quickly to avoid contamination. In modern
breweries, heat exchangers do the work—and save energy along the way. These devices work
by using cold water to flow across plates next to the hot wort. The two liquids come to
equilibrium, and the now-warmed “cool water” goes to the hot liquor tank where it requires less
energy to reach mash temperatures.FERMENTATIONThe magic happens inside fermenters,
where yeast converts sugar into alcohol, esters, and phenols. While most brewhouses look
similar, fermentation systems vary substantially. The shape of and temperature in the fermenter
has a huge influence on the way yeast behaves. Primary fermentation takes just a few days for
ales and up to ten days for lagers. Once it’s complete, the beer will be sent on to conditioning
tanks to ripen. In lager breweries, this may take weeks or months; in ale breweries, just days or
weeks. The one exception is cask ale, which is transferred to casks before it has completely
finished fermenting. It will complete its fermentation in the cask, creating natural carbonation
along the way.Floor Malting. In modern malthouses, germinating grains are carefully regulated
and tended by machine. An older, more traditional method is known as “floor malting.” This
involves spreading the steeped grain out in the warehouse-like open spaces in the
malthouse.Germinating grain is fussy. The activity produces heat; maltsters regulate the
temperature by both adjusting the depth of the grain bed and raking it. In earlier times, the



master maltster monitored the process by hand and feel, and the job was regarded as a high art,
equivalent in importance to the master brewer—critical if beer was to be palatable. Breweries
themselves maintained their own maltings (a dangerous job that often led to fires). Because
germination temperatures were so important, malting could only be done during the five or six
coolest months of the year—which was true with brewing, as well.As the brewing industry
became more sophisticated, specialized companies took up malting and eventually most
breweries abandoned the traditional method. It survives in Britain and the Czech Republic,
where some brewers still prefer floor-malted grain for the rounded, malty flavor it gives their
beer.FILTERING AND PACKAGINGNot all beer is filtered—some breweries like their product
served au naturel. Filtering has the advantage of adding clarity to beer; more important, it
removes staling particles, like dead yeast, that limit shelf life. Some breweries take the additional
step of pasteurizing their beer to prevent spoilage. The trade-off is that pasteurization requires
beer to be heated—either for a short time at high temperatures, or a few minutes at lower
temperatures—which accelerates the staling process. Most smaller traditional and craft
breweries don’t pasteurize.Bottling, canning, casking, or kegging is the final step before beer
leaves the brewery. The type of container is dictated somewhat by cost—bottling lines are very
expensive, canning lines cheaper, keg fillers the cheapest of all—but also by beer style. Real ale
must go into a specially designed cask. Many Belgian and French styles of beer require
refermentation in the bottle and so they’re not kegged. ■Tasting Beer Like a BrewerEvery day at
eleven o’clock, a sensory panel sits in a small, clean room next to the laboratory at the Widmer
Brothers brewery. They conduct a “go/no-go” session, tasting every batch of beer that will leave
the brewery. Each member of the panel pours out a measure of beer and rates it from one to five.
They’re using the power of their senses to detect any flaws or deviations from the intended beer
that would make it unsuitable for sale.Potential panelists are selected and invited to go through
sensory training. It’s a full forty-hour week of sniffing, sipping, and swallowing as palates slowly
become attuned to characteristics like ethyl acetate, diacetyl, and isovaleric acid. Detection isn’t
enough—trained tasters need to be able to identify dozens of different flavor and aroma
compounds that might compromise their beer, usually at levels of just a few parts per million.
Those certified as trained or expert are routinely retested to make sure their palates remain
acute.On the day I visited, the panel clipped right through several bottles of lager and pale ale.
Members set aside one batch for a compound I couldn’t detect. Often, the offending flavors are
rawer and more evident just after packaging but will harmonize within a few days—the panel
would try it again the following week. Even in a brewery as modern and as carefully monitored as
Widmer Brothers, batch-to-batch variation is inevitable. Members of the panel commented on
the character and qualities of the beers as they went around, just noting their individual
identities. These aren’t the kind of differences the average drinker would notice unless she paid
very close attention and knew the beer very well.For the sensory panel, that subtle knowledge is
critical. At one point, a growler of the Widmer Imperial Nelson IPA came around. The beer in the
growler had been taken either from a keg in the brewery’s pub or from a bright beer (or



conditioning) tank. As I poured out a portion and sampled it, people started murmuring around
the table. Someone flagged the beer as a “2”—problem—so the group went around one by one,
explaining what they tasted. To a person, everyone identified the same issue: oxygen, a telltale
sign of age. That would be a big problem for a beer needing to last three months on the shelf—
but it turned out this was a different situation. The leader of the panel had given us a three-
month-old sample from the pub; it was a test the group easily passed.The Widmer Brothers pour
out samples of a newly released gose.This is how brewers taste beer: They attune their senses
to dozens of compounds so that they can easily recognize them in a sample of beer. A brewer
can tell a great deal about the ingredients, the brewing methods, the state of freshness, and the
faults of a beer just using his senses. The human body has sensitivities no machines can match
and, properly trained, can detect enormous complexity in beer. No one has more riding on the
quality of beer than the people who brew it, and they spend a lot of time mapping out the details
of flavor. It’s something beer drinkers can learn to do, as well. ■THE NATURE OF FLAVORWITH
ANY GUSTATORY experience, our minds turn to taste. It seems self-evident why: Food and
beverages go in the mouth where the taste buds await. Beyond this simple, apparently obvious
axiom, we also think of taste as a fairly fixed measure: We know what our favorite beer tastes
like, much as we know what our mother looks like. If we sit down to taste a beer, our senses will
be able to give us a pretty clear—even scientific—read on what the beer tastes like.It turns out
this isn’t how flavor works. In fact, what will go into the evaluation of a beer will be a wheelbarrow
of random inputs that have very little to do with the beer: mood, opinion of the brewery, attraction
to the label, what we just ate, previous experiences with the same beer, whether the Red Sox
are beating the Yankees. Amazingly, even things we think we can trust, like taste, are likely to
fool us.Furthermore, we think we taste with our mouth, but in fact, the tongue is an incredibly
crude instrument. When we “taste” something, we’re actually synthesizing stimuli that come from
the tongue, nose, and eyes, as well as memories of other tastes and fantasies about what we
expect to taste. Scientists have found that the brain blends these experiences and thoughts
together and what emerges is a mushy concept we call “flavor.” Flavor is not like a sound or
shape—things our senses can perceive directly and about which we can find wide agreement.
Instead, it is a nested experience that is surprisingly susceptible to things happening outside our
mouths.This is not to say that assessment is beyond humans—trained palates, under the right
conditions, can identify certain flavors with surprising accuracy. It is, rather, to say that we have
to attend to what we’re perceiving very carefully. We must understand the mechanisms of flavor
and be discriminating in what our senses tell us.A taster tray gives customers a chance to test
the broad array of flavors in a brewery’s beer range.FLAVOR, NOT TASTEIt’s not going too far to
say that our lives are ordered around eating and drinking. We devote hours of our day to
preparing food and eating it, and over the course of our lifetime, we’ll put food and drink into our
mouths millions of times. Despite this, we have very little sense of what’s really going on once we
take a bite or sip.Try this experiment. Take a bite of something, but before you do, inhale first and
plug your nose. You probably know what happens next: Without the aid of your smeller, you have



only a gross sense of flavor. The tongue can distinguish just five categories of taste: sweet, salty,
savory (or umami), sour, and bitter. That bite of food will seem lifeless in your mouth—if you can
taste it at all. As you let go of your nose, pay attention to what happens in your nostrils. The
sense of flavor will come rushing into your mouth. And if you focus, you’ll notice that you’re
exhaling through your nose at the precise moment that flavor bursts across your palate.What’s
happening when we taste food (or beer) is a fusion of the gross sensation of the tongue and a
constant sampling of aromas by a mechanism known as “retronasal smell.” When we sniff
something before putting it in our mouths, scents are taken to the olfactory bulb orthonasally—
from the front. Retronasal aroma comes after something enters the mouth. The substance is
warmed, crushed if it’s a food, swished if it’s a sample of beer, and then the scent is taken to the
back of our mouth and into the pharynx (the place inside the mouth where the nasal passages
connect to the mouth and throat). Exhalation takes breath from the lungs past the food or drink,
carrying the volatilized aromas past the olfactory bulb from the back—retronasally. Interestingly,
while orthonasal scents can be sampled on their own, retronasal scents are always detected in
the presence of the tongue’s taste; that fusion may be why we are so easily fooled to think
“flavor” is something our taste buds sense. Yet in most cases, when we say “taste,” we mean the
overall flavor of something, and when we say “flavor,” we largely mean retronasal smell.The
Importance of Smell. The human sense of smell is routinely described as secondary to sight and
less important than it is in other species like dogs. In fact, scent is enormously important,
occupying the largest family of genes in our genome.Our sense of smell grew out of an
important adaptation that allowed us to identify beneficial and dangerous elements. Humans can
detect a relatively limited number of scents (a few thousand), but the organic world has millions
of different aromatic compounds. We evolved to be able to identify a few key scents from the
cacophony of stimuli that guided us to food or away from toxins. As the brain evolved, the part
that processed smells was located in the prefrontal cortex—the area associated with the highest
cognitive functions. Humans have fewer receptors, but a gigantic processor. Combined with our
capacity for retronasal smell, this gives us what neurobiologist Gordon Shepherd believes to be
humans’ unique ability to create and process a sense of flavor far richer than other animals’. We
are born foodies.Other senses are at work in constructing our sense of flavor, too. The mouth
can feel food’s texture—in fact, it’s easier when your nose is plugged. A related sense is
chemesthesis, which allows the tongue to distinguish chemical sensations like menthol, chile, or
—important in beer drinking—the prickle of carbonation. Sight isn’t necessary for flavor, but it
does influence it. In a study of color and wine, oenology students were fooled by dyed white
wine, mistaking it for red. People presented with two odorless substances in a different study
said the colored one did have a scent, and in yet another study, people reported thinking brightly
colored substances smelled stronger than dull ones. There are even senses we don’t
understand, like being able to detect the presence of essential amino acids.Beyond what our
senses tell us, other factors affect flavor. Whether we’re hungry, full, or neither affects the way
things taste. Mood exerts an influence, and even buried emotional memories from childhood tint



our experience. Finally, perception of flavor is dependent on each person’s own hardware. We
don’t detect the same aromas or experience taste (the sensations of the tongue) in equal
intensity. Some people are indifferent to certain aromas that repel or attract other people.
Women, for example, outperform men in scent tests. Breweries actually arrange their tasting
panels to take advantage of this, making sure that someone is sensitive to each flavor—and that
other people are insensitive to flavors as well. All of this gives them a fuller sense of how their
beer will be perceived by their customers.All of these sensations, feelings, and conditions affect
the way we taste and shape our experience of flavor. When a sensory or judging panel sits down
to taste beer, they’re trying to control for as many of these factors as possible. Since many inputs
confuse or augment beer flavors, they want to remove as many extraneous stimuli as possible.
What they’re left with are the flavors present in the beer. The human senses, despite their faults
and variability, are still the most sensitive instruments we have for measuring flavor, and they can
reveal an enormous amount about beer. ■SENSORY OVERVIEWTASTING BEER INVOLVES
four of the five senses, and quirky tasters may put an ear next to the glass just to round things
out. The process is iterative: Each sense will tell the taster a little bit about the process or
ingredients, and as he goes along, he’ll learn more with each new sense. Looking at a beer tells
you something about the malts used to make it; you learn more with an orthonasal sniff and yet
more with a sip, a swish, and a retronasal sniff. Together, all of these sensory samples help build
a map of a beer’s ingredients and how it was made.COLOR AND CLARITYColor, like any form
of beauty, is deceptive. It’s far from a fixed dimension. Because color is a form of light, the way a
glass is shaped affects the way a beer looks. (Pour the same beer in a squat glass and a narrow
one, and the color will be deeper in the squat one.) Beyond that, color must go through
receptors in our eyes and be translated into mental images in the brain, allowing for individual
variation. None of this stops breweries from using malts to paint their beer with color—indeed, a
comely glass of beer is no small part of the pleasure.In beer, color comes from the malts,
sugars, or additives; the main source is the malt a brewer uses. The palest varieties have a light
straw color and range upward to black. Of course, those malts also have flavors, so another way
to achieve the right hue is with colored sugars, as the Belgian and British breweries sometimes
use in dubbels and mild ales. Light sugars and adjuncts like corn and rice can also reduce color
by diluting the grist. Finally, some beers use other ingredients like fruit or coffee, and these have
their own distinctive colors.Color by itself isn’t always instructive. Breweries can achieve colors
through limitless combinations of darker and lighter malts and it’s not always easy to spot the
difference between dark sugars and malts. Taken together with aromas and flavors, some of the
malts may be identifiable.Any color can be beautiful or dull, and clarity is important in making
them pop. Beer is full of various molecules from protein, polyphenols, hop lipids, and yeast—
among other things. All of these contribute to visual occlusion, all the way from a vague dullness
to a dense, milky haze. The fewer particles a beer has in it, the “brighter” it will appear. The level
of haziness can tell a taster a lot about a beer. A vibrantly aromatic pale ale that shimmers might
be a clue to dry hopping. Some styles are intentionally hazy, like Belgian wits and Bavarian



weizens, but sometimes haze is the sign of infection or age.Beer is often filtered, and breweries
have control over how much particulate they wish to remove. Extremely clear beer may be
overfiltered, and have less character than a richer, less-filtered beer. The question of clarity isn’t
a matter of good or bad. Some craft beer fans love to see a little texture in their glass and regard
it as a sign of handcraft. In purely aesthetic terms, clarity does enhance color, and most
breweries like their beer to shine.CARBONATION AND HEADA glass of beer is a lively thing.
Bubbles sparkle like gems as the light catches them streaming up, destined to get lost in the
fluffy head at the beer’s surface. These two things, carbonation and head, are quintessentially
beery. Soda and Champagne both dance with carbonation, but only beer, with its delicious
surfeit of hydrophobic polypeptides, manages to sustain a head.Carbonation occurs naturally in
beer as a consequence of fermentation, though most breweries add carbon dioxide artificially
just before packaging. It seems almost an afterthought, an invisible and not very important
characteristic of the beer—a bit of effervescence for good measure. In fact, carbonation is an
essential part of beer. Those tiny bubbles add a bit of acidity to a beer that, when combined with
the prickling sensation on the tongue, give it more of a crisp snap at the finish. This translates to
a quenching sensation and is one of the main reasons highly carbonated, light-bodied beers are
satisfying on a hot day. In contrast, beers that are lower in carbonation—such as cask ales—
seem to have a heaviness on the tongue.Carbonation affects aroma and taste as well. As
carbon dioxide rises off the glass, it lifts volatile aromas up and out of the glass, too. It’s the
opposite with flavor; carbonation scrubs both malt and hop flavors, but especially bitterness.
This is one of the reasons cask ale, which is roughly half as carbonated as a tin-can lager, has a
full, rich flavor.Carbonation is measured by the volume of carbon dioxide dissolved in beer. One
volume is equivalent to the amount of space it would fill in a given container. If you filled up a
beer glass with carbon dioxide at 32°F, that would be the amount of gas dissolved in a beer with
one volume. For comparison, cask ale has around 1 to 1.5 volumes of CO2, standard craft
brewed ales 1.5 to 2.5, standard American lager 2.6, and certain effervescent Belgian styles and
Bavarian weizens from 3 to 4 volumes. In the glass, carbonation may be visible by a cascade of
bubbles (the “bead”). Certain glassware is even designed to produce this effect with an etched
bottom called a “nucleation site” that allows bubbles to form.The head of a beer is a more
ornamental function of carbonation, not one that has much effect on flavor, and preferences for
head size vary. The head can add a creaminess to beer’s texture, though—especially in stouts
like Guinness. (Guinness is served with a mixture of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, and the head
is made of especially tiny creamy bubbles.) Even when a beer is served with a small head, the
ability of beer to foam and retain its foam is an important clue to how well it has been made. A
good beer will not only retain its head, but leave a lattice of residue on the inside of the glass.
(One exception is among strong beers; alcohol can dissipate the head of even well-made beer.)
Tasters look to see how structured the head is, whether the bubbles are tight and creamy, and
how long they last—all clues to the quality of the beer.AROMAOne of the most important steps
in tasting is sampling the aroma. Aside from purely hedonic considerations—though we should



never put them aside completely—the scents emanating from a glass of beer hold clues about
the ingredients, brewing methods, yeast type, and any unexpected nuances that might be
lurking within. Smelling the beer alone, before it enters the mouth and fuses with sensations of
taste and texture, will give you a first sense of the beer. Aromas may have different intensities or
valence when taken alone, and in any case, they help guide a taster toward certain flavors when
she does finally take a sip.Malts have their own character. They are the only element with a grain-
y aroma, and the class of related flavors tells you something about the type of malts used—
caramel, toast, biscuit, dark fruit, smoke, or roast (see the section on malts, for more detail).
Hops are even more distinctive—though with so many varieties, they’re not as easy to
distinguish. Over time, tasters become adept at matching flavors with specific hop types (see
Hop Varieties at a Glance in the Appendixes). The intensity and type of aroma will tell a taster
when hops were added in the boil and whether dry-hopping may have been used.A Dynamic
Beverage. If the subject of beer flavor wasn’t already complex enough, add this to the equation:
Beer’s properties aren’t fixed. They change depending on how the beer is served. Two things in
particular are important: temperature and glassware.Beer behaves differently depending on its
temperature. Aroma, flavor, and carbonation are all depressed at colder temperatures. This can
be a serious problem in pubs, where pints of ale are routinely served 20°F below their optimum
temperature. Allowing a beer to warm can be a revelation as the scents and flavors open up. Tart
beers are an exception to the rule—when they’re cold, they taste more intense, perhaps
because sour isn’t suppressed as well as other flavors. When a beer warms, the sense of sour
decreases.Glassware is important to both visual presentation and aroma. Stocky glasses darken
beer and give a false sense of their color. More problematic are cylindrical or shaker-style
glasses, which do a poor job of capturing aroma. Glasses with a bulb create a natural space for
aromas to collect; heretical as it may sound, a wine glass is a better vessel than a standard
shaker-style pub glass. Tulip pints, snifters, tulip glasses, and goblets all do a better job
capturing aromas in serious tastings.With practice, tasters learn how to spot fermentation-based
aromas as well. They’re even trickier than hops because they are similar to other scents. Esters
smell sweet, like fruit—but malt and hops also have sweet-smelling notes. Phenols are another
class of aromas generated during fermentation and may smell smoky, spicy, or medicinal.
Belgian yeast strains are responsible for a range of strange aromas like banana, anise, or rose,
and certain yeasts, like Brettanomyces, have distinctive “barnyard” qualities. A related aroma is
alcohol—though it’s perceived more than it’s smelled, like wasabi’s sharp vapor plume. Beer
may also produce higher (fusel) alcohols and these have their own smells, though confusingly,
they’re similar to sweet esters.Some people spend too little time smelling their beer. Aromas
require effort to distinguish. Even in balanced beers, hop or malt aromas tend to dominate, so
the nose needs to acclimatize itself to pick out the minor scents. Locating esters or phenols,
identifying specific hop or malt aromas—it takes more than a cursory sniff. All the effort is put to
good effect, though, when you take your first sip of beer. ■FLAVOR GLOSSARYFollowing is a
list of common flavors and aroma characteristics found in different beer styles.■ ACETIC ACID.



This is the acid that vinegar is made of, and it can be a wonderful component in tart beers like
lambics, or ruinous in other beers, where it indicates spoilage.■ ALCOHOL. Perceived more
than tasted, the spirituous agent in beer is ethanol. Higher or “fusel” alcohols, which contain
more carbon atoms, have flavors of rose, almond, or wine—and may also be noticeably “hot” or
have the sensation of burning.■ ALMOND, WALNUT. A characteristic of darker malts, nuttiness
is prized in brown ales. Chemical almond aromas come from the fusel alcohol tryptophol.■
BALSAMIC VINEGAR. A defining characteristic of the red/brown beers of Flanders.■ BANANA.
One of the most distinctive esters is isoamyl acetate, a dead ringer for banana. It’s not
appropriate in most beers but is desirable in Bavarian weizens.■ BARNYARD. The wild yeast
Brettanomyces is responsible for a number of strange flavors, including one that smells like
goat’s milk (caproic/hexanoic acid). Funky, barnyard animal aromas—sometimes described as
“horse blanket”—also come from Brettanomyces.■ BITTER. Many compounds can cause bitter
flavors, but they are not all the same. Dark-roasted malts give a coffee-like bitterness, while hops
provide a vegetal bitterness. Tannins from cherry pits, wood, or grain husks are other sources of
bitterness.■ BREAD, CRACKER, BISCUIT. Common flavors derived from pale malts.■
CARAMEL, TOFFEE. These flavors come from crystal or caramel malts, commonly found in
British and American ales.■ CITRUS. The flavor and aroma of citrus is common in beer and has
several causes. Hops, particularly American varieties, are the most common source, but wild
yeasts, bacteria, and esters may also be responsible for citric notes.■ CLOVE. Typical in
Bavarian wheat beers, clove flavor comes from the phenol 4-vinyl guaiacol in the process of
fermentation. Unless a brewery has included it as a spice, clove is usually considered a fault.■
COFFEE. Aside from the increasingly common practice of brewing with actual coffee, coffee-like
character comes from dark-roasted malt.■ DRY, CRISP. The sensation of dryness on the palate
is usually indicative of a highly attenuated beer—that is, a beer with little residual sugars. It may
also come from high carbonation, tannins, or spices.■ ESTER. Esters are compounds produced
during warmer fermentation, and they’re the main way ales are distinguished from lagers in
character. Esters are typically described as “fruity,” but they can read as sweet. Common esters
include: ethyl acetate (fruity in low concentrations, solvent-like in higher), ethyl caproate (apple,
anise), ethyl caprylate (apple), isoamyl acetate (banana or pear), isobutyl acetate (pineapple),
and phenyl acetate (honey, rose).■ FUSEL ALCOHOL. Fusel or higher alcohols are generally
present only in more highly alcoholic beers. As many as forty-five are known to exist, and they
can give beer fruity flavors or a sharp, burning sensation. Straight ethanol is usually not
responsible for the “boozy” taste of some strong beers; those come from fusel alcohols.■
GERANIUM, GARDENIA. A classically “floral” character that comes from American hops.■
GRAPEFRUIT. Citrus flavors are common in American hops, but the most quintessential are the
grapefruit notes that come from Cascade, Centennial, and Chinook.■ HONEY. A sweetish
honey note is most likely to come from honey malt, not actual honey, which is consumed in
fermentation. It may also come from the ester phenyl acetate.■ LACTIC ACID. Formed by the
bacteria Lactobacillus and Pediococcus, lactic acid is a tangy compound that gives certain tart



styles like Berliner weisse their zing. It is the same compound you find in sourdough bread and
yogurt.■ LEATHER. The flavor of leather may come from either Brettanomyces, where it is dry,
or oxidation, where it is more plummy. Too much oxidation spoils a beer, but a little adds a
refined sherry-like note.■ MINERAL. Some historic brewing regions were famous for their hard,
mineral-laden water. The styles they inspired are noted for a structured minerality that both
sharpens hop bitterness and dries the beer.■ OAK. The resinous, dry flavor of oak comes from
beers aged in oak wine or bourbon barrels. Oakiness can also express itself as a slightly
astringent or woody aroma.■ PEAR. Usually indicative of the ester isoamyl acetate. Appropriate
in some Belgian ales, but not lagers or British ales.■ PEPPER, SPICE. Peppery notes can come
from a variety of sources, from hops to phenolic compounds that arise in fermentation. Belgian
breweries sometimes add pepper to accentuate these qualities.■ PHENOL. Phenols are a class
of compounds that may be derived from ingredients, fermentation, or infection. They are usually
not appropriate, but phenols contribute smoky flavors in smoked beers, and a spicy, clove-like
flavor in Bavarian weizens.■ PINE. A flavor present in some hop varieties such as Simcoe. It
may have elements of mint or spruce.■ RAISIN, PLUM. Crystal or caramel malts create a “dark
fruit” sweetness in beers. As darker beers age, they “stew” and take on a more pronounced raisin
or plum flavor.■ ROAST. In the process of browning (the Maillard reaction), simple sugars and
amino acids are transformed into complex molecules that have rich, nuanced flavors (consider
the difference between boiled or steamed foods and those that have been roasted or grilled).
Malts that go through the Maillard reaction during roasting produce bitter, coffee-like flavors; the
more intense the darker the roast.■ SMOKE. Derived from smoked malt, which takes on the
flavor of the wood used in the smoking process and can give a false sense of meatiness.
(Hickory-smoked malts suggest ham; alder-smoked malts, salmon.) German rauchbier malts are
smoked over beech and taste more neutrally “smoky” to American palates.■ SOUR, TART. Sour
flavors are characteristic of beer made with wild yeasts and bacteria. The character and intensity
may range from a lightly acidic snap to a puckeringly sour wallop. In most styles, sourness is a
sign of spoilage.■ SWEET. Sweet flavors have a host of sources, starting with malt. Hop flavors,
spices, fruit, and esters can all taste sweet as well.■ VANILLA, COCONUT. A vanilla or coconut
note is usually indicative of oak or bourbon aging in a beer, but may also indicate the presence
of a particular phenol.■ WINE, SHERRY. Vinous notes typically emerge from aging and take on
a dry, refined character.■ WOOD. Beer aged in oak barrels takes on certain tannins that can
give it spice notes like nutmeg, cinnamon, and vanilla. Most beer is not aged in
wood.FLAVORThe flavor of a beer comes from a synthesis of its taste, aroma, texture, and
trigeminal stimulation (see Mouthfeel, below). Moreover, that flavor evolves in the mouth from
the first contact through to the swallow—and even afterward. Agitating a mouthful volatizes
warming aromas and washes beer over all the tongue’s taste buds, giving a fuller sense of
physical and chemical sensations. Finally, one of the most important elements of beer flavor
emerges after swallowing. Known as “aftertaste,” this final sensory echo combines the taste of
residual liquid on the tongue and the aromas still wafting up to the olfactory bulb.In the course of



a single sip, then, the taster passes through three stages: the initial impression, when the most
intense flavors dominate; the richer middle impression, when warmth and agitation allow lesser
flavors to emerge; and finally, the aftertaste, which may vanish almost instantly or linger for a few
minutes. Each one is different, each one critical to assessing flavor.With all the sensations fused
and happening at once, the sense of flavor becomes like a third dimension beyond mere aroma
and flavor. The information a taster takes in by smelling the beer is elaborated during a sip, and
she can identify more of the malt, hop, and fermentation characteristics. The sensations of the
mouth and tongue add new information. We can detect viscosity, effervescence, and
astringency. In addition, this is when a taster can synthesize information taken from texture and
aroma to determine a beer’s strength and level of attenuation. How heavy a beer feels on the
palate, how dry it feels in the aftertaste, and how alcoholic it feels in the mouth—these qualities
are a combination of multiple sensations. ■Mouthfeel. The concept of mouthfeel refers to the
way the nerves of the tongue and walls of the mouth perceive the thickness, effervescence, and
viscosity of a beer. The human mouth has a sophisticated matrix of nerves that make this
possible. These include different receptors of temperature-, pain-, touch-, and pressure-
sensitive nerves, all of which help create a mental image of the physical properties of the beer.
It’s how we can tell the difference between pilsner and imperial stout just by feel, or the
difference between milk and water. One of the most important senses comes through the
trigeminal nerve, which allows us to perceive sensations like the “cooling” of menthol or the
“heat” of peppers.These sensations of touch do more than tell us a beer’s texture—they
influence flavor as well. In the presence of pain (from, say, capsaicin), taste becomes less acute.
Viscosity reduces the perception of retronasal smell. Warming temperatures release both taste
and aroma. The process works in reverse, too: Sweet liquids feel more viscous, while sour ones
feel less viscous.BEER FLAVOR WHEELSome people respond to visual arrangements better
than lists. Visual wheels are one way of illustrating the elements of flavor in all its tactile, aromatic
complexity.BUILDING A BLIND TASTINGHABIT AND ANTICIPATION are foes to careful tasting.
So much information is available before that first sniff and sip come along: about the brewery,
beer, beer style, price, our past experience, and the information taken from a label. We’ve
already begun forming an impression of a beer, and that colors our experience when we finally
do get around to trying the beer. One of the best ways to subvert this extraneous information and
develop attention and curiosity is through the practice of blind tasting.These need not be
elaborate experiments. Start with your favorite beer and build a tasting around that style. It’s
good to have at least three beers but not more than perhaps a half dozen—too many and palate
fatigue will dull the experience of the later pours. It’s best if you have someone to proctor the
tasting and pour out the samples, but it’s easy enough to wrap the bottles in paper or tinfoil to
conceal the label. Give everyone one glass for each beer, and make sure you number the
bottles. Have water and saltines or plain bread handy as palate cleansers.Then taste. You’ll be
amazed by what your senses can uncover. You may also be amazed to find that your old friend,
that favorite beer, isn’t as familiar as you think. I once did a blind tasting of four of my favorite



IPAs and I was stunned to find that I had confused two of them. What was instructive in that
tasting—aside from rediscovering my humility—was realizing that there were flavors and
characteristics to those beers that I had managed to miss all along. ■ALL BAD BEERS ARE
ALIKEWITH APOLOGIES TO Leo Tolstoy: All good beers are good in their own way; all bad
beers are alike. Truly exceptional beer is always distinguished by an ineffable singularity. The
pieces come together in a way that delights and surprises us. Bad beers are just the opposite:
They bludgeon us either with banality or off-flavors. Some bad beers have objective flaws of
process or infection while others fail because of sloppy execution or a faulty recipe.
Unfortunately, bad beers are not rare. Perhaps a third of all commercially brewed beers
qualify.So what’s a bad beer?TECHNICAL FLAWS OR INFECTIONSA lot can go wrong during
or after the brewing process to ruin a beer. Once poor sanitation and infection were an
unavoidable problem that breweries could only hope to mitigate. There’s no reason for modern
beers to be infected—but they can be. Poor sanitation or poor brewing methods can turn beer
funky or sour. Some breweries have technical problems with their equipment that contribute to
off-flavors. Old ingredients do a beer no favors and can lead to dull or stale flavors.Not all bad
flavors are a brewery’s fault, though. Once a pallet of beer leaves a brewery, it may endure all
kinds of violence; heat and sunlight, agitation, and age are no friends of beer. Not every pub
takes care of its kegs, either. Some don’t clean the hoses connecting the kegs and taps; some
don’t rotate the beer often enough. With cask-conditioned beer, vigilance is critical to ensure a
fresh, tasty pint, and inattention leads to spoilage and souring.The baseline for technical faults is
not always absolute. A bug in one style of beer may be a feature in another—in the case of
soured beer, literally. Indeed, most “faults” are acceptable in some styles of beer. We don’t all
have the same sensitivities to these faults, either. Some people have a hard time detecting one,
where to others, they are intense (and usually offensive) even in very small doses. Below are
some of the most common characteristics, their chemical sources, the cause, and the styles in
which they’re permitted.■ Astringency, huskiness, tannin. Astringency is halfway between a
flavor and a sensation, and can be confused with other elements in beer like bitterness and high
attenuation. Think about the quality of black tea and you’re in the ballpark. The sensation comes
from the tannins of malt (though hops may also contribute), a dryness on the tongue that comes
from a chemical reaction that causes proteins to coagulate in the saliva. It comes from
oversparging and rinsing the tannins off the grain. Some breweries prefer low levels to enhance
dryness.■ Butter, butterscotch. This comes from the compound diacetyl, a substance with such
a pronounced buttery flavor it’s used to flavor margarine and theater popcorn. In low levels, it can
be a pleasant, comforting nuance in British and American session ales. However, at higher
levels, it tastes artificial and coats the tongue with an unpleasant slickness. Diacetyl is a natural
by-product of fermentation, but yeast will reabsorb it if left long enough before packaging.
Breweries rushing their beer out too soon may leave diacetyl in the beer, and it can also form
from bacteria in dirty tap lines in pubs.■ Pungent cheese or stinky feet. This unpalatable aroma
comes from isovaleric acid, and is never appropriate. Isovaleric acid is found in some cheeses



and the sweat of human feet (ew: again, never appropriate). It comes from poorly stored,
oxidized hops.■ Cabbage, stewed vegetable, creamed corn, tomato juice. The culprit here is the
compound dimethyl sulfide (more commonly referred to as DMS). This is another aroma
compound that is acceptable in low doses, particularly in German lagers, but in higher
concentrations it is unpleasant. DMS comes from a molecule present in germinating barley that
is usually driven off during kilning (that’s why in light German malts, some remains), or from poor
wort handling in the brewery.■ Green apple. Another constituent of beer that grows in offense as
it grows in strength is the compound acetaldehyde. Interestingly, acetaldehyde is a precursor in
the process of sugars becoming alcohol—and it’s also what our bodies immediately convert
alcohol into in order to metabolize them. In beer it may be perceived as a fresh note (fine), or in
larger concentration tastes worty, like green apples or cider (not fine).■ Metal. This rare
condition is partly a taste and partly a chemical/electric sensation. In any beer, it’s unpleasant. It
may come from poor water or old brewing equipment, or may be a function of oxidation. A keg
may even be the culprit.■ Nail polish remover, solvent. Yeast produces a lovely ester that forms
the “fruity” character that beguiles us in ales. It can also produce a compound that has a
piercing, volatile solvent note like nail polish remover. For breweries, the tricky part is this: Both
flavors are caused by ethyl acetate. The solvent-y end of the continuum is a sign of poor
handling and is more likely in stronger beers like abbey ales and barley wines. Brettanomyces
also produces ethyl acetate in large quantities, and this characteristic sometimes overwhelms
tart ales.■ Paper, wet cardboard. These flavors come from oxidized beer—a process of staling.
When beer ages, many of its chemical properties change. In a few types of beer, like old ales or
strong stouts, a touch of oxidation produces a sherry-like note and can be welcome; in most
beers it is not. As beer oxidizes, the flavors begin to get dull and indistinct and ultimately give a
papery or wet-cardboard flavor.■ Skunk. Drinkers of certain European lagers sold in green
bottles may be familiar with a skunk-like flavor the beers sometimes vent. It used to be so
common that skunkiness was considered a mark of authenticity. In fact, this is a serious flaw
caused by light striking the iso alpha acids in hops. The reaction produces the offending aroma,
which is a dead ringer for skunk spray. Clear and green bottles offer no protection against light;
brown ones are better. Best are cans. If you have a choice, always skip beer in green or clear
bottles.■ Soy sauce, meat. Yeast cells contain certain lipids, amino acids, and nucleotides that
are usually no bother to beer—they’re safely contained within the yeast’s cell walls. Under the
influence of heat, age, or other conditions, the cells can rupture, causing autolysis. When the
insides of yeast cells go outside, they give beer a meaty flavor. (Indeed, autolyzed yeast is used
as an additive in foods to provide that meatiness.) In aged dark beers, yeast autolysis is one of
the chemical reactions that may enhance flavor, but it usually is strange and off-putting.The
Science of Foam. When you pour Champagne or cider into a glass, they form a fleeting head.
Beer’s head stays firmly in place—the only beverage where that happens. Why? In a word:
protein. Foam is normally unstable because the carbon dioxide gas usually passes from one
bubble to a larger neighbor until it all evaporates in a rush. The proteins in beer form an



electrostatic skin around the gas bubbles that prevent gas migration. When brewers want to
increase head retention, they add a bit of protein-rich wheat or oats (“head grains”) to the grist.
Hop acids also help strengthen the walls of gas bubbles—which is why the foam may taste more
bitter than the liquid beer.■ Stale. The process that ultimately results in oxidation begins as a
steady dulling of the clear, crisp flavors and aromas in fresh beer. Oxygen is a principal source,
but other compounds like aldehydes also contribute. Staling begins within days after packaging,
and at first merely occludes beer’s most vivid flavors and aromas. Eventually beer becomes dull
and inert. There’s really no way to prevent this natural process, though breweries put a lot of
effort into keeping oxygen out of their beer.■ Sulfur, burned matches, rotten eggs. Sulfur
compounds begin in the wort and may also be produced during fermentation, particularly in
lagers. Another source, now quite rare, is untreated water of the kind made famous in Burton
upon Trent. In those beers, the aroma of sulfur can be powerful. Sulfur dioxide is the brimstone
aroma of a burned match—the sulfur found in lagers. Hydrogen sulfide is a rotten egg aroma,
the one that is (amazingly!) prized by fans of Burton’s pale ales; elsewhere it is considered an
unwelcome guest.This is by no means an exhaustive list. You may encounter any number of
bizarre, unpleasant, or funky aromas or flavors in your travels. Rule of thumb: If it tastes bad, it
probably is. The world of beer does admit a few oddball flavors and aromas to acceptable
society, but those that are aggressively unpleasant are probably evidence of problems. Don’t be
afraid to send a beer back if it doesn’t taste right.FAULTS OF EXECUTION OR DESIGNYou
might think Indian beer would be good—the British, who ruled the country for centuries, left
behind artifacts like tea drinking and railroads. There’s even a beer style with the word “India” in
the title. But no. I had the great fortune of living in India for a time, and I never encountered a
palatable beer. (Things have improved very slightly since.) People who drink beer there do so for
a reason reflected in brand names like Knock Out and Hercules. Indian beers come in two
varieties, regular and strong (something like malt liquor), and they’re thin, harsh, and
metallic.Making exceptional beer is very hard. Coming up with a perfect recipe that can be
brewed perfectly on a given system is hard enough that the birth rate for world classics is very
low. Making excellent beer is easier—though not by much. Good or average beer, though, that is
the obtainable objective to which all breweries should aspire. And yet still there is bad
beer.Keeping in mind that the measures of “good” and “bad” are subjective, aesthetic ones, what
constitutes bad beer? The easiest examples are those, usually found in brewpubs or new
breweries, where a batch didn’t turn out like the brewer intended or expected. Not defective; just
too much of something or too little of something else. Instead of writing it off as a costly mistake,
the brewery decides to sell it, hoping the failure will appeal to someone.The more difficult
examples are those like the Indian beers that are clearly made the way the brewery intends—but
where the beer just isn’t good. In some cases it’s driven by cheapness: A brewery makes a beer
like Natural Light or St. Ides expressly to be purchased in bulk. No one expects it to be good,
and it’s not. Gimmick beers like Miller Genuine Draft Light 64 Lemonade are reliably bad—and
usually evanescent; Miller killed that experiment after just three months. Attempts by big



breweries to cash in on the craft beer phenomenon can also result in failed experiments, like
Anheuser-Busch Shock Top Raspberry Wheat or MillerCoors Henry Weinhard’s Belgian Style
Wheat Ale (my nominee for worst beer ever).But the industrial companies aren’t the only ones
making bad beer. One special category of bad is beer that has gotten too extreme for its own
good. The current fetish for hops has led to some pretty terrible chemistry projects
masquerading as beer. Acclaimed breweries like Stone and Mikkeller have been responsible for
some of the worst offenses. Tart beers, among the hardest to master, are often badly made as
well, with chemical or solvent notes, far too much acetic acid, or other off-flavors. Unfortunately,
after a brewery has invested months or years making these, it is reluctant to dump them. And
even innovative breweries like Dogfish Head sometimes let their creative juices take them too
far.Don’t be afraid to call a beer bad. Some just are. Leave your mind open to the possibility that
it is actually the beer, not your palate, where the problem resides. ■PART TWOAlesBittersPale
AlesIndia Pale AlesMild AlesBrown AlesPorters and StoutsAmerican AlesBarley Wines and Old
AlesAmerican Strong Ales: Double or Triple IPAsScottish AlesAles of the Rhine: Kölsch and
AltbierBelgian AlesSaisons and Rustic Belgian AlesFrench AlesAbbey and Trappist AlesThe
Beers of ItalyFresh-Hop AlesLesser-Known and Emerging StylesTraditional Regional AlesThere
are many ways to organize and taxonomize the great zoo of different beer styles. The English of
Shakespeare’s day used “ale” and “beer” to distinguish weaker, unhopped brews from the
stronger concoctions incorporating that sexy new spice, hops, that was all the rage. This was, of
course, long before brewers understood yeast and the differences among the strains; for them,
beers came in more general categories. Further back, the IndoEuropean root, alu, connoted
magic and intoxication, and suggested both beer’s creation and its effects. No such subtlety was
in play in the Baltic and Scandinavian countries, where the local equivalents (öl, øl, alut) were
umbrella terms for all malt alcohols. And until recently in America, “ale” referred to a crude, old-
timey drink; now it indicates a sophisticated artisanal product.In the latter part of the nineteenth
century, scientists began to understand yeast, and they realized it came in different strains. The
common variety they named “sugar fungus” (Saccharomyces); they found it in bread as well as
beer. Later, they isolated a dangerous stranger that took up residence in English ales; it was a
wild yeast they called “British fungus” (Brettanomyces). They found other strains as well, and
following their orderly scientific process, the discoverer of lager yeast named it after the brewery
for which he worked (S. carlsbergensis). In the twentieth century, everything seemed very tidy:
There were ales, and there were lagers, and the two were distinguished by the yeast used to
brew them. Alas, more sophisticated genomic research has revealed a twisted lineage and
commingling of gene lines. From imprecision to precision and back again.If we haven’t come to
a final, definitive standard for sorting and organizing styles, we have at least come to general
agreement. Ales are everything left over after you’ve culled the cooler-fermenting aged lagers
from the group; those beers soured with wild yeasts and bacteria; or those whose most obvious
quality is their wheaty body. Put these varieties in their own group and you’re left with ales: a
broad category of beers that includes everything from English mild ales to Belgian



quadrupels.Like the members of a family, these ales are related but distinct from one another.A
few things do unite the ales: They’re made with easygoing yeasts that require little fussiness
from the brewer. Brewed at room temperatures, ales ferment quickly and can be ready to drink
within less than two weeks. And during fermentation, ale strains produce chemicals that add
fruitiness or spiciness to a beer’s flavor.The styles of beer we call ales have ancient lineages; it
was an ale yeast strain that enlivened the first prehistoric bowl of gruel-beer. Because brewers
quickly understood that adding a bit of one batch made the next one ferment, the process of
domesticating yeast began thousands of years ago. This inadvertent yeast breeding led to
particularity; “house character” varied from brewery to brewery, and national traditions and
preferences led to schools of ales. When we survey the ale-producing world, what we see is the
evolution of style on the microbial level.That evolution is evident in the way ales taste country to
country. Until a couple hundred years ago, the ales of modern-day northern Germany were
strange and exotic. But thanks to the startling popularity of lagered Bavarian beer, ale producers
in northern Germany began to exchange their flamboyant beers for more straitlaced ones. The
ales of the Rhine eventually evolved to share the stripped-down elegance of the lagers that
threatened them. Not so in neighboring Belgium, where the brewers favored exotic ales—like the
German ale brewers used to make—that were packed with the flavors of fruit and spice.
Belgians encouraged their yeasts to frolic at higher temperatures and throw off gaudy aromas
and flavors.British brewers, practitioners of moderation, split the difference. Their ales exhibited
subtle fruity qualities—just enough to tease out the flavors of their hops and complement the
mild sweetness of their malts. As American craft brewers developed a kinship to ales, they found
they preferred to accentuate ingredients—hops, mostly. And so their ales were more neutral than
Belgian and English ales: still lightly fruity, but not showy.When you have an ale in front of you,
there are many ways to detect the yeast’s fingerprints. Fermentation produces a number of
chemical compounds. Ales will have a quality that you might think is sweetness, but taste more
closely. It’s actually a fruitiness—pear or plum—rather than a sweetness. These are esters. You
may notice spicy notes like clove or black pepper as well (phenols) or “hot” notes (fusel and
higher alcohols). Study your ales, and then compare them to lagers. Soon you will begin to
identify those markers that distinguish the beer, undeniably, as an ale. ■BittersIn much of the
world, beer names are good, solid nouns: bock, pilsner, lambic. Britons have a penchant for
descriptors, like “mild,” “stout,” or “bitter.” These terms aren’t absolutes, though—they indicate
relative qualities. The adjective “bitter” is used to distinguish this style from sweet, light milds. It’s
the bitterer of the two. But stripped of context, the name misleads. British bitters are
characterized by a definite hop presence, but they have no violence in them. The hops ride atop
a gentle biscuit sweetness and add marmalade and spice—but they aren’t harsh or what we
would, in other contexts, call “bitter.”Of all the beer styles, the most harmoniously balanced might
be bitters. They exhibit equal parts malt, hop, and yeast character, never favoring one over the
other. Balance is one of the key factors in these beers, which are designed to be drunk in
sessions of twos and threes. No single element wears out its welcome or tires the tongue.



Instead, a drinker may stop to admire—even well into his third pint—the lively flavors that
impressed him on his first sip. ■Bitters. An ideal place to enjoy a bitter is at a pub, preferably
when the beer is drawn from a fresh cask. Although bitters come in a range of strengths, each is
designed to showcase an elegant interplay between soft, caramely or bready malts and spritely
hopping. The strongest bitters are forceful and bold, but unlike IPAs, they don’t sacrifice malt
flavor and aroma on the altar of hop intensity. The weaker versions, ordinary bitters, can exhibit
surprisingly strong flavors, too, especially on cask. The world’s best bitters come from Britain,
where brewers treat them like artistic expressions. Their size and simplicity seem to be the point.
It is no surprise that bitters make excellent partners with fish, either battered and fried or
swimming in creamy soups.STATISTICSOrdinary ABV range: 3.5–4%; bitterness: 20–45
IBUBest or special ABV range: 4–6%; bitterness 20–45 IBUServing temperature: 50°–
60°FVessel: Pint glass
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edsetiadi, “The complete encyclopedia for beer. It’s October, the unofficial month for beer, and I
thought you know what will be cool to learn? How to make my own beer! And there’s arguably no
better book to learn about this (and anything else about beer, for that matter) than one that is
bold enough to claim to be its bible, with a whopping 657 pages of everything you need to know
about beers, ales, wheat beers, lagers, tart and wild ales.And when I said everything, I mean
everything. The bible tells us all, from different brewing methods, different styles, and regions
that create different taste. It list all the ingredients for making different types of taste, and for how
long and at what temperature we should brew them, and which glassware or aluminum can to
use to store them, and so on. It covers key activities such as lautering, boiling, chilling,
fermentation, filtering and packaging. And it teaches us ways to taste beer like an expert brewer,
which includes the intriguing explanation of retronasal smell and the difference between flavour
and taste.The book even trace back the history of beer to as far as 10,000 years ago. It’s really
fascinating how many civilizations that presumably had no contact with each others can each
separately develop techniques to create what later becomes beer. From Mesopotamia to Mayan
to Egypt to China to Scotland and Scandinavia, where at one point after the birth of Jesus Christ
and the rise of Christianity, monasteries once became centers of brewing activities.Charmingly,
the book also provides the explanation to many drinking games and how to say cheers in many
different languages. It lists all the beer festivals happening around the world. And if we want to go
for a “beer tourism”, aka visiting breweries, the book provides the proper route, explanations,
and links to the recommended places.Of course the book would not be complete if it doesn’t
provide the names and labels that the author, Jeff Alworth, think as the best of the best beers.
And the long list is mighty specific, spread across many different location in the world, covering
many local breweries (none of those mass-produced brand names), which includes their
ingredients, methods of brewing (what the hell is a stream beer?), and their backstories (such as
why Indian beers ended up using more hops). And to be fair Alworth also tells the fascinating
stories of the biggest brand names in the world and how they got so big and why they each taste
the way they uniquely taste.And just in case you somehow skip the early pages and only start
reading from the middle, note that “Michael Jackson” is a respectful and legendary writer in the
industry, and no you’re not drunk for thinking that THAT Michael Jackson is secretly a beer
expert (it’s not he-he-em).”

JH, “Informative, but with limitations.. I've been exploring different beers such as San Miguel,
Red Stripe and Anchor Steam since I was old enough to drink in 1970, drinking Guinness stout
since I discovered it at a local pub in about 1973, and microbrews since the early eighties. I find
the book to be informative, but with gaps. His recommendations completely ignore some of my
favorites, such as Smithwick's, made in Ireland by Guiness, the McMenamins beers, and as
another reviewer noted, appears to be biased towards west coast beers. I'm biased towards



west coast beers as well, but that doesn't mean that I don't eant to learn about others.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very informative.. If you want to learn to distinguish your IPAs from your
lagers from your stouts, this book will provide all the information you need.”

anonymous, “An essential book for the beer lover.. Jeff Alworth applies his 15 years beer writing
experience to providing an essential handbook for beer lovers. He divides the book into 6 parts.
The first covers the history of beer, how it is made and how to taste it. The next four parts cover
beer styles and the final part covers the enjoyment of beer. The tasting chapter in the first part is
especially good, providing the beer drinker some important tools to build on. His groupings and
breakdowns of styles and sub-styles are not as extensive as some but they make sense for the
beer drinker. He groups styles into Ales, Wheat Beers, Lagers, and Tart and Wild Ales. For each
sub-style in these categories he describes the style, discusses its origins and how it is made. He
also profiles a brewery that makes the particular sub-style and describes 6 beers that exemplify
the style. The example beers are generally beers with a fairly large distribution. His flavor
descriptors are good and from reading them it is obvious that he has actually had the beer he is
describing. The final part on the enjoyment of beer covers serving and storing beer, pairing beer
with food, pub behavior and beer tourism. He concludes with nearly 50 pages of appendices
with useful information for the beer lover. If you like beer and want to know more about it, buy this
book.”

Heidi, “Great read!. As an avid beer drinker I thoroughly enjoyed this book. Its a great read for
someone just getting into beer or if you've been a beer drinker for years and are looking to
expand your knowledge. The beer bible is broken down into different sections explaining the
different styles of beer and giving examples of each type. There also is a section about general
knowledge of beer, and information about how to enjoy the perfect glass of beer.”

GlobalVagabonds, “This is THE book when beer is your religion!. Seriously - the amount of
research that went into this book is astounding. Ever had a question about how a particular style
came about and how it's made? Where which beers are popular and how to toast them in their
respective countries? What foods to pair with which beer? The ABV content of your favorite ale
and how it compares to others of the same style? I guarantee you'll find the answers to these
and any other beer related question you can think of somewhere in this book's hefty 644 pages.
This book really blew me away with just how much information is contained within it. Whether
you're a seasoned beer snob or just an aspiring one, I think you'll be super impressed with this
book.”

Ida Boeva, “Super great!. When we were in Belgium, my boyfriend really liked this one "Beer
Bible" book. I couldn't find the exact one so got him this. But he loves it and I think it's great. It's
got beers from all over the world, tells you about the differences, the process of making it. Super



educational and we love that it doesn't focus on one region only!”

FrankT, “Ale and Arty. Bought as a present but seems to have gone down almost as well as the
beer he consumes. Full of fascinating stuff to read while you sample the recommendations.”

Ross Cowan, “Well written and researched. I hadn't realised this was American and some items
are USA specific. However there is a lot to interest the UK reader and it is a well produced and
high quality paperback, well worth the money.”

Paul, “Excellent. Great book. If you are confused by the wide variety of types of beers available
this will definitely help educate you. I purchased this on the kindle but intend to get a physical
copy, it is a great reference book to sit down and sample a few beers with.”

Cliente de Ebook Library, “Información que cruda.... Ufff es un libro muy extenso con muchos
datos que desconocía acerca de la cerveza en genera, me llevara meses disfrutarlo todo, lo
único que me hubiera gustado es que incluyera tópicos de la cerveza en América Latina, pero
es un tema tan extenso que sería un libro nada mas para eso”

The book by Jeff Alworth has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 804 people have provided feedback.
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